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MRS. FALCONET IS

OF HERMAN

ROSENTHAL; PENALTY IS DEATH
VIFE OF CONVICTED
A"

IN

IRC05EVELT RESUMES

FALLS

HEAD

OF THE PAHTY

PREVENTS
JOHNSON
FROM WRITING TO HiS
WHITE SWEETHEART.

THE VERDICT OF THE JURORS

Oyster Bay, N. Y., Oct 25. Colonel
Roosevelt today took up the active
work of the campaign for the first
since he was shot eleven days
o.
John McGruh, his secretary.
i
came frcm New York today and as
soon as Colonel Roosevelt had break- he .began his work. He die
j fasted
tate-:- i
several letters to progressive
j
leaders, then took up the preparaDEFENDANT EXPECTED FAILURE TO AGREE tion
of the speech which he expects
to deliver in New York next week.
Colonel Roosevelt was in promis
he was
ing trim physically'though
In Cell at the Tombs Former Police Offiial Asserts He Was Not not able to do as much work as he
wished. He has not overcome the efGiven Fair Trial, Owing to the Partiality of the Judge Who
fects of the nervous exhaustion from
Be
Will
Secure
Made By Counsel to
Presided Fig"ht
which he suffered after spending a
Another Hearing Gun Men Satisfied When They
week in bed in Chicago.
Dr. Lambert, Dr. Joseph A. Blake and Dr.
Learn What Their Testimony Accomplished
George Brewer are expected from
New York this afternoon to dress the

WISHES
TO KEEP
GIRL f.'NDER Httl
GOOD INFLUENCE.

Decision Is Reached at an Early Hear This;
Morning and Is Unexpected

MAY

FALL

CAUSES

SHOOTING

BEL LEADER IS
IN DANGER OF

I

CUBA

CITY FALLS BEFORE
BULGARIAN AND GREEK
ARMIES.

DEATH

FRTY PEOPLE ARE WOUNDED IN FEDERAL ARMY OFFICERS
RIOT IN HAVANA STREETS
TO HAVE DIAZ
LAST NIGHT

WISH

COURT-MARTIALE-

SOON; CONSERVATIVES AND LIBERALS OEFICERS

Altf

EXECUTED

MONTENEGRO AND SERVIA ARE RIVAL FACTIONS
FIRE
UPON TWO MEMBERS OF CAPTURED
TRYING TO PUSH BACK
EACH OTHER WITH RIFLES
CHIEFTAIN'S COMPANY
AND PISTOLS
ARE SHOT.
SULTAN'S MEN.

HEARING PUT CFF TURKS

IT WILL NOT O'CUR SjNTIC
"S REYOUNG WOMAN
LEASED FROM JAIL.

Begin With Unselfishness; End with
Happiness.

.

SAYS . SHE

INSANITY

f

POLITICS

II

TURKISH

CELL SCUTAEI

THE
'RCGRESSIVE
TODAY
LEADER
TAKES UP THE WORK OF
THE CAMPAIGN

EilRK-KILLISSE-

ALLIES

MOTHER

FAINT WHEN SHE LEARNS

!

CITY EDITION

DAUGHTER

SAME

I
i
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BEING BEATEN THE POLICE RESTCSE

HY THEY LEFT THE PLACE AS
A

Oct. 25. Mrs. F.
it was
learned to
day, occupies the same cell in the
Rockford county jail as her daughter, Lueile Cameron, the white .girl
whose alleged abduction by Jack
Johnsou. tie uegro pugilist, led to a
federal Investigation
of Johnson's
possible violation of tbe Mann law.
The mother desires to be with the
girl, to keep her under her own influence, she said, but it is believed she
wants to be sore the negro does not
communicate with Lueile. Tbe girl
is held by the federal officials, hav
ing been unable to furnish the $25.- -

--

STRATEGICAL

ORDER

BEARRESTS
RESULT
CAUSE OF THE SANGUINARY
ENGAGEMENT

MANY

HE

GETS

BRIEF

RESPITE

COURT

REMOVES HIM TEMPO
RARILY FROM JURISDICTION
OF THE ARMY.

Vera Cruz, Oct. 25. Two ot the
London.
Oct. 25. The Bulgarian
Havana, Oct 35. A brisk battla
and Greek armies have carried out between conservatives and liberals, captured officers of the staff of Gensuccessfully their part of the first during which several hundred shots eral Felix Diaz were shot by the fed
stage of the war waged by the Baikan were fired and 40 people wounded, eral troops at 10:30 o'clock last evenstates against Turkey by the capture broke out after midnight in Central ing after bene sentenced to death by
of
and the Turkish part, in the heart of the city at the summary
The execubase in the town of Servia. Their al- close of a meeting of supporters of tion was carried out with absolute
Their names were Major
lies, Montenegro ana Servia, are now Vice president Alfredo Zayas, who Is secrecy.
Zarate and Major Cuesta,
working desperately to do their share a candidate for the presidency.
The court martial began its sesby overcoming tne Turkish posts at
The meeting was conduc'.e l peace
Scutari and Kumanova, which latter fully until the last speaker ascended sions at 5 o'clock in the evening and
is the key to Uskup.
the platform, when a number of shots its judgments must be delivered and
It Is said that the Bulgarians ex- were fired, apparently by a group of the verdicts put into effect wlttin 72
to hold
out conservatives gathered In Iiont of a hours from the time of meeting.
pected
longer and its fall within a week of '..otel. Instantly the crowd began to
Major Fernando Zarate and Major
the opening of hoslities is consider- disperse and the fusillade bec.inio gen- Julian Villas are pleading; on oehall
ed by them as a great achievement. eral,
000 bail demanded.
extending across th? pa.-- and of Diaz, who according to military
wound.
The victors in the great battle axe down the Prado. For ten minut,the law. Is liable to Imprisonment for
A
was
issuetfor
today
subpoena
Geroge W. Perkins, William H.
now confident of their ability to cut firing was brisk.
from three to eight years.
Hotchkiss and Frank A. Munsey were big Hart, a well known sporting man
Adrian-opl- e
the
communications
tetween
Public opinion against Diaz, howevto
one
of
who
he
forces
of
is
mounted
the importStrong
police
guests of Colonel Roosevelt at lunch here,
and Constantinople.
The cap- and cavalry charged repeatedly with er, is so strong that It la thought a
today. They found the colonel busy ant witnesses when the federal Inture of Adrianople, in the opinion ot drawn machetes and firing revolvers. sentence of death may be pronounced
working on his Madison Square Gar- quiry is resumed Monday. Hearing
of the insanity petition against Lu- - military experts, will be a difficult The mob then returned the fire from on him as well as on all tha officers
den speech.
the windows and porches of the and government officials who joined
cile sf
been held today at task. Its forts are thoroughly
and are connected by an under- houses. A crowd of adherents of Za his lAUde and were captnrod.
Johnson Says Wilson Evades Issues the detention hospital nere, but the
ground motor railway line. The Bul- - yas halted In front of the Asbert club,
however, who rebelled will,
Waterbury, Conn., Oct 25. "Can case was postponed indefinitely until
guns auu firing volleys at the windows,
the in all likelihood, not be punished.
Governor Wilson get by with it?" was the government has released her. jcanaua liipmreu iimiij
s
much ammunition and food at
Felix Diaz is to be brought before
being retUrned from the
the question Governor Johnson asked Then County Judge Owen will set a
to
as
but
the
j nies of the club
particulars
thl3 afternoon.
by the supporters of the
an audience here today after he had date for the hearing, he said.
number of prisoners of war tave not General Asbert, the conservative can-- . Some of the volunteers who joined
A
declared the democratic candidate for
subpoena has been issued for
ueeu
out.
didaie for the governorship of Hav Diaz belonged to the leading families
Perry S. Bauer, a West side manufac jei
president assumed a
- j ana.
Even
the
of the city. Those of them who mav
ot
after
the
fire
Hulgnrofis
who
said by the federal
position on all of the most important turer,
Here occurred the rest of the fight- be captured will be sentenced to
ficers to have introduced the Camer- ians finally overcame the fortress,
questions of the day.
"In this campaign," the governor on girl to the negro champion in the fierce fighting took place in the streets ing. Several pojicemen and soldiers short terms of imprisonment but
of the town, into which the Bulgar were shot Several shots struck the many of them have escaped to the
said, "our democratic friends met ut latter's cafe in West Thirty-firs- t
ians effected their entry from the American club opposite the Asbert country.
'
street.
on only half our platform. They saj
lower part, said a special dispatch club. Reinforcements of police rural
Commodore Azueta of the federal
they have plans for tbe solution of
bat- guards and soldiers arrived, and the navy, called last evening on General
from
The
Stara
Zagora
today.
the tariff and trust problems, but they
tle was waged troni street to street mob, which was then composed of ad Beltran, the federal commander-in-chiemake no attempt to tell what they
FIRE
PICKETS
SINE
and
who received him coldly, tell
every foot of the ground was con- herents of both parties, was driven
will do to further social and
"
The Turks, on their part, from the park and gradually dispers ing him that he did not adopt a defitested.
s
ed. Afterwards the park was occu- nite atttiude during the Diaz revoluON DEPUTY SHERIFF declare thatwasthe evacuation of
"a strategical retire- pied by a strong force of cavalry for tion. It is reported that the comSays Teddy is Trust Incubator.
modore also is to be
ment" a phrase which became fa the remainder of the night
Centralia, Wash., Oct. 25. GoverThe total of the wounded, who in- The garrison of Vera Cruz consists
nor Thomas R. Marshall of Indiana SERIOUS TROUBLE BREAKS OUT miliar during the Russian retreat in
Manchuria. Tiey still have a big cluded two women, was about 40, of of 2,500 men of all branches of the
BECAUSE OF THE SING-HAdeeinred to his first Vv'asiiuigtju aud
army at Adrianople and along the which several were fatally hurt Im- service. The city is perfectly quiet
STRIKE.
ience today that the Cemocratic
line to Constantinople and if, as the mediately after the firing had ceased and business generally has been reis a crusade to prevent the
sumed.
Bingham, Utah, Oct 25. In a fierce Bulgarians say, ony 50,000 Asiatic the police raided the Asbert club,
cointage of Ameiican characters at
thea- searched it for weapons, and
so
far
reached
have
the
troops
General Beltran, the federal comarrosted
between
the ratio of 16 souls to one do.'iar. fight
deputy .sheriffs and
mander, lias ceen inf.irmi'd that Diaz
"It is not money that I am fight- Cretan strike pickets, which marked ter of war, the Turks have strong re- several members.
inforcements coming."
and the other rebel offieors captured
ing, but the sense of irresponsibility the resumption of worn at the United
are to be treated strict lv according
A dispatch to Lloyds frorh Burgas,
GUARD DIDN'T FIRE
of tlie dollar," said the democratic States mine and tramway at 7:15
t irj ro.i, t?d
Salem, Mass., Oct. 25. Testimony to the m.lilary code.
vice presidential candidate, "and in o'clock this morning, LeRoy J. Tide-wel- the Bulgarian port on the Black Sea,
Matloreo
Garmmidia
a deputy sheriff, was shot in says the Turkish fleet is blockading heard today in the superior court that Captain
this connection I want you to reif
and
the or.he
J.
the
message
brought
J.
Autoro
the
Giovannitti
bay.
flesh
a
trying
member
Ettor,
serious
that Colonel
breast, sustaining
Roosevelt,
and Joseph Caruso for the alleged ders are carried out they mean that
Trouble Reported In Crete
whom some one has called a trust wound, and also in the right wrist
Reports are current here of serious murder of Anna Lopizzo during a riot Diaz and his comrades will be exe
buster, really ia a trust incubator Two Greeks, whom Tidewell was takwithout an addled egg in the
ing to work, also were shot. One, trouble in Crete. The Greek govern- incident to the strike of textile mill cuted. When Diaz was captured he
Harry Spendon, received a wound in ment has announced the appointment workers at Lawrence last January, was barely saved from lynching by
the abdomen, which it is believed will of former Premier Stephen Drag- - was to establish the prosecution's the infuriated populace.
Governor Lagos Chazaro hns arrivprove fatal. The otner, John Hoga- - oumls as governor general of the is contention that the shots fired at that
Wilson to Resume Campaign
Princeton, N. J., Oct 25. Gover- dakis, was hit in the right wrist by land, which is in defiance of the ar time were not discharged by mem- ed from Jalapa and says the entire
nor Woodrow Wilson
rangements of the European powers. bers of the state militia who had been state is quiet,., except at ...Tuxpam,
will
resume a striker's bullet.
In the fusillade that followed, Fred Dragoumis is said to have arrived in called out to preserve order. Officers where 200 followers of Diaz still hold
next Monday in Philadelphia his
of the National Guard' testified that out Government troops have been
speaking campaign which was inter- Harmon, foreman of the United Crete to take up his appointment
while
the men were armed with rifles sent to fight them. Colonel Tapla,
States
Mining
tramway.
when
Colonel
company's
was
Censored
received
Roosevelt
telegrams
rupted,,
today
shot The governor said today that was struck in the leg ,by a glancing from Crete refer to a naval demon- and that some carried revolcers, none chief of the federal regulars,, will
leave tonight for the northern part ot
the colonel's recovery seemed so cer- bullet. Dozens of bullets from the stration by the warships of the pow- of them fired upon the mobs.
the stitfe to oppose General Higinlo
tain that he was now arranging dates rifles of the pickets fell at the feet ers, which Is said to have been inefof R. S. Miller, captain of a detach- fective.
PRINCE STILL ILL.
for the remainder of the campaign.
the revolutionary leader
Aguilar,
St. Petersburg, Oct. 25. No news marching south from Puebla.
ment of guards, who was standing in
Riza Bey In a Bad Fix.
was published today as to the condithe rear of the Unued States Mine
A Turkish
Hundreds of Arrests
army of 22,000 men,
ARBOR DAY OBSERVED
office when the tiring opened. Six- commanded by Riza Bey, is faced tion of the Russian crown prince and
Colonel
Diaz, the federal officer who
ac25.
Oct.
In
Pa.,
liarrisburg,
as a
cordance with a proclamation issued teen guards rushed to the scene as with the alternative of unconditional In- - consequence Alexander Stolypin, joined Felix Diaz with his troops, has
an article in the Novoe Vremya, not been
Tidewell fell, and immediately open- - surrender or useless
slaughtering
captured. Hundreds of perby State Superintendent of Public
voices
the demand ot the public for sons have been arrested today. Tha
on
to
ed
fire
fled
the
who
of
near
town
to
Cretans,
the
Servia,
according
Instruction Schaeffer, Arbor Day was
the hills. A posse of 150 mounted a special dispatch from Athens. The information regarding his illness. Re- federal, state and municipal employwidely observed throughout Pennsyldeputies,
heavily armea, is now scour- Turkish troops are hedged in on the ligious services were celebrated in es are being reinstated. It has been
vania today with the planting of
east by high cliffs and on the west the opera house yesterday for his
trees and shrubs and with special ex- ing the hills for the pickets.
definitely proved that the Nineteenth.
The
of
whistle
for
the
the
blowing
the torrents of the river Aliak-mer
Partci-ulaby
ercises in the public schools.
Infantry regiment inside the city had
the fords of which are held uy
attention was given to the cam- men to go to work at the mine was
arranged to join General Beltran durthe signal for the attack by the Cre- Greek highbinders. On the south and
FAVORS MORE RESERVES.
ing the fight Therefore mowt of the
phesitniut
paign to stamp out
Los Angeles, Oct 25. Major Gen- officers of tha regiment have been Bet
tree blight, which has spread its rav- tans, who were entrenched in the southwest, too, there is a Greek army
hills across the gulch from the mina flushed with victory.
eral Leonard Wood, chief of staff of at liberty. The small arms and am
ages over a large part ot the state.
They fired several volleys before they
After their defeat on Wednesday the United States army, speaking to- munition distributed by Diaz among
retreated. Sheril't Joseph C. Sharp the Turks threw away their rifles, day at a luncheon In his honor, de- the Inhabitants are being searched for
DIXON'S CLAIM UPHELD
rushed to the scene with half a dozen great coats and everything likely to clared that it was his Idea to have by the police.
Denver, Oct. 25. The state supreme deputy sheriffs from Salt Lake City. Impede their flight. Riza Bey and an "army in reserve" that would
court handed down a decision today He will take charge of tne search for his officers vainly tried to rally their number about 00,000. To, do this,
A Short Respite.
Two companies of troops and save the artillery. Their he said, he preferred a short terra of
upholding the claim of John R. Dixon the Cretans.
Mexico City, Oct..
writ re- to his right to hold the office of coun guards are closing in on their on'y
enlistment for regulars, then retirement on small pay as a reserve.
rContlnued on Page Five)
possible route of escape.
ty judge until Jomwy, 1913.
( Continued on Page Five)
j

Chicago,

Cameron-Falc-

onet,

court-martia-

h

l.

Kirk-Killisse-

K

New York, Oct 2;. Twelve men, looking out than on the outside look
who refused today to discuss their de- ing in."
The committee, after an examinaliberations, returned at two minutes
after 12 o'clock this morning a verdict tion reported that In their opinion Daof first degree murder against Police vidson wa3 sana He is, however, suf
Lieutenant Charles Becker, the first fering with hysteria. The trial will
of seven men to be tried for the ntur- - besin cn Wednesday.
er of Herman Rosenthal. On Wed
nesday, October 30, Supreme Court
AFTER ANNA'S MONEY
Justice Goff will fix the time for the
Germany, Oct 23. An at- Leipslc,
chair.
electric
in
the
death
prisoner's
to obtain from the Out hesse de
tempt
Exhausted by the ordeal of the
Talleyrand (Anna Gould) the sum of
trial, Joohn P. Mclntyre chief coun- 106,500 was declared
yesterday to
sel for the defense, nevertheless beand usury by
look- be founded on extortion
i

gan today the preliminary steps
the imperial supreme court here,
ing to an apeal and a stay of execuA real estate
company
having
tion for his client The case will he
claims against the Due de Talleyrand
and
of
court
to
the
appeals,
fought
sent a solicitor to the due and duch-ess- a
Becker, pacing his cell in the Tombs,
when they were staying at a
expresses hope of the outcome. At Berlin hotel in 1911 and forced the
the same time) he denounces what he duchesee to
sign a note for the
styles the rigorous partiality of Jus- amount by threatening her with artice Goff in his charge to the jury and
rest The court decided that the note
his conduct of the trial.
was not valid.
Mrs. Becker; who fainted ia the corridors of the criminal court building
when a breathless messenger, sprintMORGAN'S BIG COMMISSION
New York, Oct. 25 The firm of J.
ing for aa telephone, shouted: "Guilty," is under the care of relatives at P. Morgan and Company received
her home in the Bronx. Like her hus- $",000,000 in International Harvester
band, she never dreamed of a first stock as a commission for the sale
degree verdict, but rather counted onj0 p M. Osborne and Company's plant
a disagreement of the jurors.
trust This was testi- to the
to
today by William Hamilton of
Justice Goff, it is understood, hasjfied
gone to the country for a rest over the Morgan firm at the hearing in
One of the first places the government proceedings against
the week-end- .
to whio the news of the verdict was the International Harvester company.
taken was the West side prison, Previous testimony had left in doubt
where are quartered the informers, the exact amount received.
Jack Rose, Sam Sehappes, "Bridge"
Webber and Harry Vallon. The four
aparently expected ai disa.greemen
CAR THIEVES KILL
however, for they were all asleep
with the exception of Schepps. He
was at first suspicious when told that
DENVER DETECTIVE
a first degree verdict had been re
nremarked
locanically:
turned, the
, "Mr.' Whitman is a smart man."
BODY
OF
JESSE
J:
that MUTILATED
Keepers at the Tombs say
AT UTAH
FOUND
STINGLEY
Becker did not sleep last night. He
JUNCTION
was to confer with his lawyers today and- declined to give out an exDenver, Colo., Oct. 25. Attacked
tended interview.
and murdered, supiiosedly by box car
in th
Charles . Becker enlisted
thieves whom fie was attempting to
1,
November
police
department
night
is believed to have been the
capture,
1893, when he was 23 years old.' His cause of the death of Detective Jessa
father is dead, but his mother, now II. Stingley of Denver. Stingley's
year, lives in New
in her eighty-thirbody was found early todaj by C. H.
York and Is overcome at his convic
It had
Vinton, a fellow detective.
tion. District Attorney Whitman said been mutilated
madly and thrown in
thi afternoon that the four gunmen the brush near Utah Junction, a few
will" go on trial early in November.
miles north of Denver" ,on the Denver,
Then the informers, Rose, Vallon, Northwestern and Pacific railroad.
Webber and Schepps will ;be brough
Several days ago Stingley was deinto .court once more to repeat thell tailed by a private detective agency
story. Mr. Whitman pointed out to run down bax car thieves at Utah
that while counsel for the informers Junction. Yesterday Mrs. Stingley
had tha right to npear before Justice reported to the agency that she had
Goff and demand their release on had no word from her husband since
bail, they had no desire for liberty Wednesday. "Vinton was sent out to
"What they want now," he . said search for Stingley. Police authoriprimly," is not heavy ball, but heavl ties have instittued a search for the
er door on the West side court prison murderers. Stingley Jcsures a widow
They would rather he on the inside and two children.
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SUBSCRIPTION

LIST FOR
ROAD TO BE
FILLED SOON.

OCEAN-TO-OCEA-

IE THIS 10
R008EVELT

FAILED TO
VOTES FOR HIMSELF
WESTERN 8TATE8.

OPTIC, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1912.

ESERT

TUFT

ROOSEVELT MONSTER

SHIP IS

COIVELS GE1

THE

CREASING.

AT BROOKLYN
TAFT SENTIMENT INCREASING

FARMERS

Weakness of Third Term Candidate
Haa Been Emphasized by Hie Tour,
While Favorable Feeling Toward
Taft Manlfeeted Everywhere.

Reports From All Sections Are to the
Effect That Republicans
Have
'.. Determined to Remain Loyal to
Party.

AGAINST

WEAK

AS AGE ADVANCES

TOBE LAUNCHED

IN ILLINOIS THIRD TERM SENTI
MENT IS 8TEADILY DE-

GAIN
IN

THREE

KEEP

FIRST
THE

.WITH

A

NECESSITY IS
TO
BOWELS GENTLY
MILD

LAXATIVE-TONI-

CHANGE

Healthy old .age is so absolutely deBATTLESHIP
NEW YORK
upon the condition of the
pendent
WILL BE BEST FIGHTING
bowels that great care should be tak
VESSEL AFLOAT.
en to see that they act reguarly.
The fact is that as age advances the
Washington, D. C., Oct. 25. The stomach muscles become weak and
United States battleship New York is
inactive and the liver does not store
to be launched at the Brooklyn navy
up the juices tliat are necessary to
yard next week, and President Taft,
digestion.
prompt
of
the Navy Meyer, GoverSecretary
Some help can be obtained by eatnor Dix, Mayor Gaynor and many othMR. WM. DEIBERT
er notables are expected to be on ing easily digested foods land by
of exercise, but this latter is
hand to watch the most powerful ves- plenty
to most elderly people. One ages, among them Dr. William
t,
sel in the United States navy take irksome
is
Hoxle Kan., and Mrs. Pearl Wil
certain, that a state of con
thing
her first plunge into the water.
stipation should always be avoided as son, Band point, Idaho, and they have
The New York and her sister ship, it is
to life and health. The Syrup Pepsin constantly in the house.
the Texas, are ach 2,000 tons heav- best' dangerous
is tot take a mild laxative
A bottle can be bought of any drug
plan
ier than any other warship that has as
often; as is deemed necessary. But gist at fifty cents or one dollar. Peoever been launched in this country.
with equal certaintly it is suggested ple usually buy the fifty cent size first
The New York Is 6,175 tons heavier
THE

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 25. InterIn the proposed highway to ex
i mcago, Sept. 27. Polls which are
Oswald F. Schuette, Staff correspondtend from New York to San Francs
ent of the Chicago Inter Ocean, has being received at the headquarters of
co, plans for which were outlined a
Just completed a two weeks' tour of me KepuDllcan national committee In
the Pacific coast and western states dicate that the third term candidate
little more than two weeks ago by
ill not receive on election day anywith J Adam Ftarin. former aonerefiu- Carl G. Fisher of Indianapolis, is now
man from Minnesota, and John
M.
thing like the support given him in
at ita height. Pledges for the fund
Harlan of Chicago. These speakers tne primaries, when he was a Reoub
of $10,000,000 which will be necessary
lican seeking the nomination of his
were sent out by the national Repubto defray the expenses of mailing the
lican committee to trail Colonel Rooseparty for the office of Dresident,
road are pouring in from all sides,
velt In his tour of the west The Taft These figures are confirmed by state
and present Indications are that the with the progress of the road. Crush- meetings were held on the nights fol- ments puDiished in newspapers in va
entire sum will be pledged by Janu- ed rock and other material necessary lowing the Bull Moose rallies, Mr. rious parts of the state, by letters re
was commissioned to make
ceived at the headquarters and by 1111
ary 1. Steps will be taken shortly for the building of the highway will Schuette
nois people who visit Chicago and
critical
of political conditions
study
for the appointment and organization be delivered to the points where it and
the faots as he found them. express their opinions on the political
report
of a national committee which will is to be used. Contracts will tie
situation.
that cathartics, purgatives, physics, and then, having convinced themtake complete charge of the work, closed with the counties, through
Rev. Clark S. Thomas of Elgin, who than the
By OSWALD F. SCHUETTE.
battleship Florida, the lasi salts and pills be avoided, as
The Roosevelt
and just as soon as the plans of this which the road passes, these counsentiment In the has traveled through the state from
they do selves of its merits they buy the dolwarship constructed at the Brook-ly- but temporary good and are so harsh lar
size, which is more economical.
body are completed and the entire ties to take charge of the construc states west of the Mississippi river 1 East St. Louis to Vlncennes and from
navy yard and which was the as to bef a shock to a delicate
amount needed is pledged, contracts tion work under the supervision of waning fast The Taft strength Is Springfield to Centralia, was emphatic
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in his assertion that the Roosevelt
A much better plan, and one that suggestions with
will be closed with the various coun United States government engin crowing, although weakness
safety and the astime of her completion
ganization in many states has pre- sentiment in Illinois is disappearing.
only two thousands of
ties through which the road will pass eers.
elderly people are fol surance of good results.
vented the Republicans from taking
When former 8enator William B. years ago.
is to take a gentle laxative-toni- c
for the actual work of building the
If no member of your family has
It has been figured that this plan full advantage of the situation. The Mason, nominated at the primaries for
The battleship New YoTk'was au- lowing,
like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep- ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
road. It is fully expiected that by of handling the purchase of material Wilson forces are still confident of :tne position of Congressman-at-larg- e
thorized
1910.
At
in
by congress
from Illinois, reoently returned from
which acts as nearly like nature like to make a personal trial of it beMay 1, 1915, the ocean to ocean high and the labor incidental to build. ng victory, but the fading of the Roosefirst bids were asked for, but later sin,
tour he reported that
as is possible. In fact, the tendency fore buying It in the regular way of a
way will be a reality.
the road will result in a gigantic sav velt strength has turned the brunt of a speech-makinfight against the Democrats, and the Roosevelt sentiment was waning these were rejected and it was decid- of this remedy is to
This is the biggest project ever un- ing as contrasted with the ordinary the
strengthen the druggist, send your address a postal
fear of free trade and Democratic jin tne localities which he had visited. ed to build the' vessel in the governstomach and bowel muscles and so will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 415
dertaken in the automobile world. method of road contracting. Taking hard times is turning the tide to Presiment yard at Brooklyn.
Roosevelt Losing Supporters.
to act naturally again, Washington St, Monticello, 111., and
The original plans, which are the re- as a basis the best rock- roads in dent Taft.
"I have been all over the state of
The keel was laid on September train them
when medicines of all kinds can usu- free
This is the present situation, a
sult of months of study on the part northern Indiana and northern Ohio,
Illinois,
sample bottle will be mailed you.
addressing
Chautauquas,
11, 1911, and a board hoisted near
g
of Carl G. Fisher and James A. Alii the ocean to ocan highway, which viewed from a careful personal Inves
rallies and farmers' nle- - the site where the
ally be dispensed with. This is the Results are always guaranteed or
says:
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opinion of many people of different money will be refunded. Adv.
son, president and secretary respect will cost $10,000,000, will in realty be tigation Inof the political conditions that j mics, and everywhere I went I met the "U. S. S. New York,
the wake rt Theodore Roose admission that Mr. Roosevelt Is los
Battleship No.
company worth $25,000,000 since a private prevail
ively of the
velt's tour of the west. It can be sumsupporters," said Mr. A. C. Ran 34, Length, 675 feet; breadth 95 feet or forward, or aft, at the
and the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, contractor's profit, usually from $800 med up also In another sentence. ing
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sany? time.
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aft and two forward of the bridge is ers on Horse Goods during August
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vessel has the work of the naval construction than in
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steadily
corps of the United States navy.
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treachery."
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l nave Just returned from a tour the water she will be nearly 70 per Great Britain nas followed this de- national Union has increased its memsound and entirely possible of execustates. Compared to last spring's pri- through some of the counties of Illi- cent completed. Early next fall she
tion. Within 30 minutes after the
sign in her new dreadnoughts, and bership by six thousand in a year.
or his tours of other nois," writes Henry I. Nowlan, a is to be completed and
PAPE S DIAPEPSIN mary campaign,
ready to take this Is considered one of the highest The total
project was explained by Mr. Fisher
years, the meetings have been dis- prominent attorney of Peoria, 111., to her
membership is now 30,000.
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- at a
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Anyone Interested in the treatment of
Consumption should get one ol the book'
lets telling of recoveries by tbe use of
Eckman'g Alterative.
Coughs, Stubborn
Colds and Pneumonia may be tbe beginmore
of
Jickuian's
troubles
serious
ning
Alterative is the effective remedy. Kead
Mr. Kauuly's Btutemeut:
Saratoga, N. X.
"Gentlemen : For five or six years I was
troubled with eougli and expectoration. I
also had a hlun fever. My case was deI
clared Consumption by my physician.
was given Cod Liver Oil, Creosote and
other medicines, all without beneilt.
"At Christimas time, 1WK1, I was not ex
pected to live. Calling Kr. R. H. MeCar-thhe advised tbe use of Kokmnn's Alterative, which I took with excellent results, and was entirely cured. I have
gained in weight. I go out In all weathers and bave bad no cough or cold whatever. I give these facts to encourage
others to use Eekman's Alterative."
(Sworn Affidavit) JAS. W. KANAIjT.
Nekman's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
tolling of recoveries, and write to Eckman
' Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggist!
E. G. Murphey
Central Drug Co.
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Las Vegans:
Cora G. Bailey, daughter of Simeon
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT and Caroline Bailey was born July 6,
1876, on a farm five miles south of
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
Yorkville. Being of a bright, happy,
PAID FOR
disposition,,, her childhood was pleas
the
are
Advertisers
antly passed, and all her school days
guaranteed
were a pleasure for Cora was a thor
circulation
and
dally
weekly
largest
New
In
northern
ough, ambitious girl and always enjoy
of any newspaper
ed her Vork. Received her eduction
Mexico.
In Piano public school.
Graduating
from Piano high school June 1892. AfTELEPHONES
terward takjng a business course in
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
Chicago Business pollege where she
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
graduated as a bookkeeper, afterward
studying shorthand and typewriting
While living in the south she studied
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1912.
German and Spanish. During World's
fair at Chicago, Cora took that work
A SCIENTIFIC TARIFF
also ahd, had, a world's fair diploma.
It coming the same year as her colThe tariff Is and must always be lege work.
Having passed second
a source of political disturbance and highest; In her examinations there.
In whatever work she was engaged,
uncertainty until It la placed on the
right kind of basis. There is only she always did her best. Since leaving
one way to solre the tariff problem school. Cora did office work all the
and that is the solution offered by time her health permitted. She workPresident Taft a scientific and non- ed hard and had few vacations. Being
partisan tariff commission One of very rapid and' thorough, she always
tie .first acts of the Urn congress held responsible positions. Cora re
was t(T pass a tariff law. From that ceived her first sorrow when God took
day to this not a presidential cam- away her kind, loving mother at the
paign has been fought without the age of 14, , The balance of her educatariff being to a greater or lesser tion from the mother's part was loofc-edegree the "paramount issue." For
after by her sister Mary. And here
It la recognized that there is no more was proved the worth of a true loving
Important economic question before sister and daughter.' Cora instead of
the people than that of the tariff, caring only for herself gave of her
upon which depends the country's money, time and patience to help care
Industrial prosperity. The republi- for and educate the younger brothers
can party has always proclaimed a and sisters. Her life was not her own
protective policy which means proshe was always helping others. The
tection for Ameriman workingmen, one terrible grief which over shadowAmerican farmers and American man ed all others; was the death of her
ufacturers. That policy has been a youngest brother, Arthur, who had
distinguishing feature of all republi lived with her during his four years
can administrations, and it is more at North Western University, Chicathan a coincidence that whenever a go, 111. Arthur having graduated June
republican tariff was in force there 1907 when he went west to locate.
has been almost uniform prosperity In October
a
taken ill with
Among the people.
and passed ' away October 11,
While republican statesmen in 1907. The following May, Cora left to
times past have achieved remarkable make ,her home at Las Vegas, N. M
results In their tariff programs, it is where she hoped her health would
evident to every intelligent citizen better, stayed4 there' about two years
that the tariff is not properly a po when she' Went' to' Albuquerque where
litical question, but an economic one. she lived, until she passed away.
Therefore the more study given it by
Cora's generous disposition gained
competent specialists the better will for her many true and lasting friends
be the results obtained. While tne and as a daughter and sister in the
republicans maintain that they have home,' her pleasant ways made her
done exceedingly well under all the very dear to all the family as she was
circumstances, they are ready to a good Worker and an excellent cook
concede that even better . results as we all ' cantestify. Cora's last
might result from what President vacation was spent in California, a
Taft rightly calls a "scientific" treats place Bhe had always wanted to visit.
ment of the tariu. Conditions con- Since returning from there she had
tinually change and industrial devel- not been quite so well and continued
opment shifts from year to year. to lose until Friday, October 4 she
What might be a 5,ood tariff law was unable to go to work, having a
now might not be suitable a year severe cold. The next
day she was
from, now. A nonpartisan tarftPf taken to the hospital. Sunday pneuboard jwould ,be, equipped to watch Unontaji set ,ln and , in a few hours her
carefully for all needed changes in life was ended. Death came to her
schedules so as to achieve jthe, best relief at' midnight, October) 6, 1912.
.
results,;,
Everything which kind, loving friends
One "of the strongest- could give was done. The remains
for a tariff board is that it would were
beautifullyj cared for by friends
forever remove the tariff from the in the'south' and by her father's old
buffetings of political campaigns. friend, Mr. W. H. Healy of Aurora,
Very few people in this country are 111., when the body reached home and
capable of understanding fully the was tetflJerly 'laid at rest beside her
tariff needs. When such a man as brother 'Arthirr in Piano
cemetery.
Governor Wilson says he is" not capMan and beautiful were the flower
matters
able of understanding these
tributes sent by friends both here and
without profound study what may be in thsoilth. ' A
spray of 36 beautiob
eald of the average citizen. Aa
ful red roses, emblem of Cora's bright
ject lesson In scientifically handled busy llfp, Vby brothers and sisters.
tariff Is Germany. That country is Rev. Leyis- B. Lott, of Earlvllle, an
marvelously prosperous and Is today old school mate officiated and two
njoylng a very large share of the beautlfuj boIos were sung by Dr. Arworld's business. Its commerce is thur Lord! Services were held at
the
Krowing at a rate greater than our M. E.'fchuroh. ''
own. And the basis of this wonderful
Death of a cousin in Aurora
tion.

d
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BY

ine iNauonal Tribune, a paper
largely read by civil war veterani
and containing much news of Inter
est ito the "old boys," published in a
recent issue letters from old soldiers
in practically every state in the
Union. The letters declared the old
soldiers, to a man, are working for
the
of President Taft. The
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BE fashionable you must
look natural. Your figure
must be correctly propor
tioned. The drape and hang of
,
your gown must be right.
All this 13 easily possible if you
wear the right corset. We sincerely
'
believe there is no better model

'
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GOVERNMENT WISHES TO HAVE
TRAINED SAILORS AVAILABLE FOR WAR
The navy department has begun the
preparation of data preparatory to the
formation of a national naval reserve
under such conditions
as congress
may authorize. An analysis of the
complement of a modern
shows not only that 50 per cent of the
men of such complement are skilled
men, but that of these the greater
part ore skilled in work that is en
tirely confined to the navy. Such are
turret and gun captains and crews
turbine machinery, etc.
The demand, therefore, for new men
in time of war can only be filled by
those who have had this particular
training. There are thousands of
men in the country who have had
this training in the navy. The de
partment has; no doubt but that In
time of emergency these men will
give their services to the country. It
is felt however, that, since modern
wars begin quickly and last but a
short time, the services! of such can
be most valuably employed by organizing in time of peace. Such is the
reserve. But
object of the naval
there is another object to be gained
iiy getting together the men- who have
served in the navy. That object is
to keep alive in their minds an Interest in the navy by keeping alive the
.ntmories of their own associations.
There is nd class of men in the country whose experiences are analogus
to those who have served in the navy.
To the merchant sailors there are experiences of the sea of strange ports
and foreign people; but to the
man there are all these and
more. For theer are campaigns in
those remote places and there are
contests and competitions from base
ball and boat races to turret guns and
high speed runs. Looking over the
history of this country, we find that
cinnatd, the Aztec society, Loyal Le- ties have been formed for. the express
purpose of keping alive their associa
tions; such are the Order of the Cin
cinnati, the Aztec society. Loyal LL
the Repubgion, and Grand Army-o- f
lic, Spanish American 'War veterans
man-of-wa- r

,

WEEKLY OPTIC 'AND STOCK
GROWER
complex subject.
J2.00
One Year
...
fill Months
IISS BAILEY
CONCERNING
The death of Miss Cora G. Bailey,
(Cash In Advance tor Mall Subscrip- yblch occurred in Albuquerque severad weeks ago, caused much Eorrow to
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money her Las Vegas Wends. The Kendall
erder. K sent otherwise we will not County News of Piano, 111, contained IN ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
THEY ARE DECLARING
the following artkle concerting Miss
be responsible for loss.
FOR G. O. P.
Specimen copies free on applica- Failey, which will be of Merest to
j

III BE FORMED

In this life there are many things
which we fall to understand, but God
knows best and we try to receive
gracefully what we are given.

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct 25. In commemoration of the capture of the
British
Macedonian
by
Commodore Stephen Decatur during
the war of 1812, a beautiful bronze
tablet, more than there feet in height
and nearly; two feet wide, and bear
ing a relief bust of the intrepid com
mander and an appropriate inscrip
tion, was unveiled today In one of the
buildings at the Philadelphianavy
The exercises at the dedica
yard.
tion 'were brief but impressive, and
a large crowd of invited guests was
in attendance.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Oct. 25. Further weakness was shown by today's stock market, caused probably by money conditions. Local banks have lost over
f 111,000,000 to the interior, chiefly
through the subtreasury, which makes
probable a deficit in the cash reserve
tomorrow.
Money opened at
pet
cent its highest initial rate In soma
days. Steel was weakest of the ao

,

A NAVAL RESERVE

1909.

,

(Incorporated)
M.

prosperity in Germany Is a scientific
tariff. 'This is what- President Taft
wants done in this country He
wlants the tariff taken out of politics
and made a matter for studious and
scientific adjustment; The average
congressman, knows no more about
the tariff thai 4 school boy. The average political orator merely multiplies words in discussing tne tariff
without having the remotest idea of
what he is talking aoout. Upon the
tariff largely rests our prosperity anJ
the future of our country. Therefore
we should have the best, the most
scientific and the most complete tar
iff law' lhat can be rramea. And the
obtain such a law is to
only wawr
place "it "in the hands of specialists
without regard to politics who will
keep watch all the time to see that
thei schedules shall be made so flex
ible that they will conform to every
emergency. Multiplied ignorance cannot create "wisdom. One congress is
Just about as bad as another. Until
all congressmen and senators are specialists first and politicians afterward
they should 'keep' hands off the tariff,
except to carry out the recommendations of experts who are learned in
all matters pertaining to this most
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veterans declare the republican party
always has been their friend and they
see no reason to abandon it now. It
is pointed out in some of the epistles
that the administration of President
Taft has done more for the old sol
diers in the way of pensions than
ever was accomplished
under any
other president Statements of demiocratlc papers supporting Governor
Wilson to the effect that the ?ivmg
of pensions to the veterans la a gi
gantic graft are quoted as a sample
of democratic policy regarding the
men who fought for the country In
the early sixties. The old soldiers
state that Roosevelt claims to be a
great friend of the people, but they i tc. The
,niau of today
cannot say that he ever did anything and of the
futurje wll Jikely havo
of moment in their behalf.
some, campaign-- jXgei-pr- .
smaller in
his experience. With hi.! interest
alive, the desire to return at intervals for a brief tssociation with his
DETECTIVES HEARD
old service, to renew personal assothe changes and
DYNAMITERS TALK ciations, and observe
improvements In the material, will,
it is believed, be a great gratification
men. For, unless
EVIDENCE OBTAINED BY DICTO to the
he is totally different from all other
GRAPH IS INTRODUCED
men, his desire to erturn to the fleet
IN TRIAL.
will be the same as that which sends
the hundreds of thousands probably
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 25. Records
taken by government stenographers millions each year to yell and
of a "conference held In the offices of scream themselves hoarse over a con
the International Association of test between their college and some
Bridge and Structural Iron Workers rival. Consequently, preliminary to
after the officials of that union had the formation of this branch of the
been indicted for alleged complicity proposed naval reserve it 4s neces
with the McNamara brothers
were sary to have the address of each man,
produced for identification at the 'dy- in order that he may be communicated with. Therefore, it is request
namite conspiracy" trial today.
a newspaper ed that each man honorably discharg
Ralph W. Douglas,
man gav testimony as to the pres ed from the navy sends his address
ence of a telephone "spy" system in to the
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESERVE,
the union headquarters. For two
- Navy
Yard, Washington, D. C.
months government stenographers,
hidden in a room below, recorded
what was said in the iron workers'
An old
who kept a fine
office. Douglass said the sound re establishment received a visit from
ceiver was under President Frank M. his maiden
aunt. He took great
Ryan's desk. Secretary Herbert d. pride in showing her over the place
Hockin was in the same roorfi at a and pointing out its
many treasures.
desk formerly occupied by J. J. Mc- As a special favor he let her have a
Namara, the confessed dynamiter.
glimpse of his famous wine cellar.
The government announced that
"You're the first woman who has
the stenographers' reports are to be ever set foot In here," he said.
read to the jury late today.
"Gracious! I should say I was," she
replied. "Why, the plaoe is full of
man-of-war-

s'

tive stocks, selling under 75, its lowest price in over a nlbnth. Reading,
Union
Lehigh Valley,
Pacific, St.
Paul and several coppers and Industrials of speculative importance sold
off a point or more. Liquidation was
most urgent in the second hour when
Bonds were easy.
money went to
Liquidation was temporarily suspended at midday but the resultant
rally was feeble and the short interest made another attack on prices
when money rose to 6 per cent.
Further recovery was shown in the

than the Henderson Corset.
are designed
, Henderson Corsets

5.

late afternoon, despite another advance In money. Reading, Canadian
Pacific and Amalgamated regained a
full point, but trading continued dull
and cautions. The market closed irregular.
Complete recoveries wer;
made by Nome stocks during the brisk
rise in the final hour, Canadian Pacific gaining over a point. Steel and
the Coppers did not rally with as
much spirit, as some of the railroads,
The last sales for the day were:
Amalgamated Copper
SVt
American Beet Sugar
124
Atchison
Great Northern
New York Central

SJ-i-

l

You will find it to be accurately fitting and very,
serviceable.
It will shape your figure just as you
want to appear, and your gowns will fit and drape
becomingly.
We are prepared to prove all of this to you if you
will come to our corset department, and allow our sales
ladies to demonstrate your individualized moderate
priced Henderson Corsets for you.

HOFFMAN. &1GRAUBARTH

114
123
171
109
169
75
112
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 25. Expected liberal
world shipments tended today
to
press the wheat market down. The
opening was a shade lower to a like
amount up. December started at 93
to
unchanged to 1 higher; and
declined to
The close was easy
with December a shade net higher at

93,

rr--

Ta

107y8

Reading
Southern Paciflo
Union Paciflo ,
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

to fulfill all of these fashion requirements. For these corsets are;
made on the same principle that
corsets are de.'the custom-mad- e
for the individual
signed. Namely,
.
I
i
' i ir
f
iigure. 1 here s a special nenavr-.P-coRSE'son Corset for your particular
figure at our corset department
.

TUflDMICWSOM

...131

Northern Pacific

$1,050

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

92.

0

93.
December

corn opened the same a?
last night at 53 and slid off to 53.
The close was firm at 53 for Decent.
cember, a net gain of
December oats, which at the outset
were 32, a share up from last night's
held later at 32
.
Heavy deliveries of lard started
liquidation in provisions. First transto 10 cents lower
actions were 2
with January $19.07
to $19.12 for
for lard and $10.20
pork; $10.82
for ribs. The closing quotations were:
; May
Wheat, Dec. 93
Corn, Dec.
May
Oats, Dec. 32 ; May 34
Pork, Jan. $19.07.
Lard, Jan. $10.80.
Ribs, Jan. $10.15.

'97.

OVERLAND MCDL 59 T

Telephone' or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las

-

52.
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Veps Automobile
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Fowler Props
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bon-viva-

Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
writes:
"My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw.
We tried everything we
could think of but did her no, good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and it helped her at once. It
Is the best cough .medicine I ever
heard of. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
--

J. C. Ray, Wlnfleld, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter. Various kidney rem
edies were tried without result and
finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, o longer needed a catheter. He continued
to use Foley Kidney Pills until en
tirely cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red

and so Cross

Drug

Co.

Adv.

111

filf

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Mo., Oct,, 25. Cattle
Receipts 2,000, including BOO southerns. Market, steady '..Native", steers

Kansas City,

56.7510.75;" southern, steers J4.25'
6.00; southern cows and heifers $3.40
6.25; native cows and heifers J3.40
7.50; stockers and feeders J4.50
7.50; bulls $3.755.25; calves J5.00Q)
6
9.00; western steers $50l)9.00; west-

FIGHT FOR TONIGHT
Ad Wolgast vs. Freddie Daniels,
rounds at Qulncy, 111.
Young Jack O'Brien vs. Cy Smith.
10 rounds, at New York.

i

6

cobwebs."

.,.

ern cows ?3.506.60.
Hogs Receipts
3,500.
Market
steady. Bulk of sales $8.2Q8.50;
heavy 8.408.55; packers and butcn-er- s
f8.308.55; light J8.108.35: pigs
?6.50.7.50.
2,000.
Sheep Receipts
Market
steady. Muttons $3.504.50; lambs
?6.007.10; range wethers and year
lings $4.005.50; range ewes 2.ot4f
4.10.

Every Garment Has a Class of Style Particularly
All lts Own
"Redfern" and "Palmer" all wool Suits and coats are in the lead.
A new sMnm, " t u
popular makes has just arrived. To see them is to like them. We are showing
WOnderful line
of medium priced Suits. We quote them at
$12.50 to

$42.50.
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portant position between Kumanova
and Uskup and that ihe Turkish army
Is falling back on Uskup.

EI

THE ROSENTHAL'S

A, T. Koch of Saata, Fe was a visit
or in Las Vegas today.
Charles L. Lambert of Santa Fe
was A visitor in town today.
Howell Ernest, state traveling aud-
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PRICES
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Y. M.
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Peoples Bank & Trust Company

CANNOT MARRY AGAIN.
New York, Oct 25. Justice Geiger-icIn the supreme court today signed a final decree of divorce in favor
of Mrs. Linda Lee Thomas against
her husband, E. R. Thomas, banker
and sportsman. No alimony was
(Continued From Page One)
asked. Mrs. Thomas is authorized to
surrender, the dispatch addB, can only resume her maiden name and Thomas
be a matter of a few hours.
JOHN W. HARRIS,
is forbidden to marry again in this
A Sofia dispatch
says that Mukh state.
GEO. H. HUNKER, Vice
CEGILIO ROSENWALD,
tar Pasha, eou of the grand vizier,
who commanded the fortress of Klrk- CLEOFES ROMERO, Vice
W. LIVELY
Killlssch, was captured by the Bui
NO TAFT ELECTORS
garians as well as Prince Hallm and
San Francisco,
Oct 25. Senator
several generals.
Edward I. Wolfe, chairman of the
Taft republican minority convention.
d
Fighting
published here today a statement to
Constantinople, Oct. 25. Stories of to Taft
republicans
tjiroughout
2
desperate
fighting be the state in which he' warns them that
tween the Bulgarians and the Turks l hey cannot use stickers to
place the
are told In newspaper dispatches names of Taft electors on the ballot,
reaching here from Andianople. Great and that to write in the names of
Money Loaned on Real Estate, Personal and Collateral Security
losses were sustained by both arm- such electors would not do Taft
any
ies in the battles around that city on good. In
Negotiable Paper Bought and Sold
part the statement reads:
Tuesday' and Wednesday.
There are no Taft electors nomin
Bayonets were used freely in the ated in the state of California.
The
fight for the possession of the banks
republicans that walked out of the
of the Tundja river and hundreds
Progressive convention, when, by
were killed or wounded. Eight bat- vote of 83 td 13, the convention re
talions of Bulgarian troops that at pudiated William Howard
Taft, and
tacked the village of Maraa yesterday indorsed tlie candidate for another
SHIP'S CREW SAVED
were repulsed by the Turkish troop
party believing that tney were the
XMew York, Oct 25.
The steam
with heavy losses.
only republicans in the convention,
ship Asiatio Prlrice, arriving here toThe Turks have 150,000 of their nominated a set of electors and enday from Brazilian ports, reported
finest troops on the line from Klrk- - deavored,
through the means of a
the rescue of 13 men from the burn
Killisseh to Adrianopie, which latter
writ of mandate, to get a supreme
ing steamship Fagundez' Varella,
city is garrisoned by 60,000 men. Still court decision compelling the secre
sighted off the Brazilian coast otf the
another 60,000 men guard the line
tary of state to place upon the ballot
Another shipment of Ladies"
morning of October 7.' The ship
from Adrianopie back to LiUleburgas. as
republicans the nominees of their
caught fire from chemicals In the
and Misses
Abdul Alias Pasha, the commanderconvention. This, for technical reahold. There were 40 hands aboard,
of the Turkish forces, some
sons, the supreme court refused to
18 of whom were drowned and nine
time ago declared that the tnxjps at do."
of whom were picked up by another
(Continued From Page One)
were sufficient, and
his disposal
kx.
in all the latest styles. The'
vessel, unidentified.
since then the great streams of
General Felix Diaz, the rebel
moving
best
New York and other
toward
been
directed
troops have
NEW MAP OF THE WORLD leader, from the jurisdiction of the
fashion centers can:
leading'
military court, was granted late last
WRITER IS ACQUITTED.
Communication wtih Adrianopie is
at
produce prices to suit everyBy the Use of Simple Uniform System night by the federal Judge of the First
Peoria, II., Oct 25. The jury in
still working normally and no serIt Is Intelligible to Ail the
one.
was
court
The
district
,..'.-'here.
action
the case of Myron Jordan of Rock
ious attack on the defences of that
Nation.
on the plea of Lieutenant Colo Island, 111., indicted
taken
town is yet reported to the Turkish
Also a full line of Ladies-- '
by the federal
grand Jury on the charge of Sending
Publication of the first sheets of the nel Munez, a cousin of Felix Diaz.
commander.
and
Fugitives from
Misses'
The full court will decide whether obscene literature
most of them Christians, international map of the world, on the
through tlie nrails,
to
to
is
Diaz
be
Jurisdicreturned
the
scale of one in a million, marks the
returned a verdict Oi not guilty toare being, brought to Constantinople
beginning of a new epoch in cartog- tion of the military court or tried be- day.
'.'
by train. On the other side of the
fore a civil tribunal. Government ofraphy.
Jordan, who is employed ad a staff
Call and see them whether
peninsula Zeeki Pasha, with an army
For the first time w are to have a ficials Insist that Diaz Is amenable to
editorial writer on the Rock Island
of 30,000 Turks, is reported to have map of the world on a uniform sysyou buy or not..
under the con News, was
attacked the Servian army north of tem, In which all the sheets are ar- military Jurisdiction
Jlndicted together with
to civil John Looney, editor and
Kumanova just as a large force of ranged to fit together along the mar- stitutional provision relating
publisher of
who Incite the army to revolt.
ians
the paper, following "an attack on
In
uniform
ol
manner
their
a
was
gins
to
effect
aboiu
juncBulgarians
Demonstration for Madero.
&
Mayor Schriver, of that 'city, depictture with it The Servians found the reckoning longitudes from the meridA demonstration In favor of the ing an
ian of Greenwich; uniform In their
debauch
the
of
alleged
broken
of
their
divisions
mayor
four
troops
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
manner of reckoning heights In me- Mexican government was held last while on a visit to
Peoria with parand fled in confusion back across tne ters above the mean level of the sea,
of
when
a
"
number
peo
Agtntt hr tht New Idet 10c tjllctot
large
evening
i.i s
of friends.
frontier, leaving a battery of artillery
They will have the same; method ol ple paraded the streets waving ban- ty
PHONE MAIN 104
and a general's nag behind them. Indicating the relief of the land, the
ners and shouting: "Hurrah for the
The Turks took many prisoners ant1 same conventional signs for towns
The
n
the now
Death to Diaz." A de
Optic prima
found a large number of dead ani and roads, the same styles, of lettering government
to distinguish between thyslcal and tachment of mounted police kept in
wounded on the field.
word, the close touch with the demonstrators
political features. Ii
Zeeki Pasha then turned his at- whole
map wlll.be written in ths and no disorder occurred.
tention to the Bulgarians Whom he at- same language, without! difference
tacked and routed, driving them also even of idiom, and he wh6 learns to
An American
Expelled
hack across the frontier with the loss read one sheet may read them all.
H.
Oct. 25. Harry
Tex.,
Laredo,
realize
fresh
Few
the
importance
of four of their field guns.
cor
American
an
newspaper
Dunn,
g
of
art
acquired by the
within the last ten years. The bene- espondent, and C. S. F. Carlssristi,
Scutari Is Surrounded.
ficiaries on a
scale are the own- eaid to be an agent of Felix Diaz,
Oct. 25. Tne ers and userslarge
Rieka, Montenegro,
of motor cars. Only arlved here today under charge ol
'
in
GA.SKILTj and MacVITTY (Inc.) OFFERS
Montenegrin army has succeeded
second to them as users of the prodhavMexican
secret
men,
service
four
surrounding Scutari. Yesterday after- ucts of cartographical science are the
Mexico
from
by
e
is curi- ing been expelled
noon the Montenegrin artillery open- aviators. The
FOUNDED
A PLAY OF
of Article 33 which affects
ed fire on the town.
Montenegrin ously dependent upon the map. An operation
1 1
UPON AN
pernicious foreigners.
aviator must learn to read maps as he
HUMAN
envoys proceeded toward the town to must
Both men said they were arrested
learn to humor a petroleum moEMBLEM
OF
for
its
surrender,
i
open negotiations
tor or gasoline engine. Current Liter- in Mexico City without warrants.
JL
. . .
but without effect.
ature.
PURITY
Dunn asserts he una t iKen from home
The Montenegrin
infantry then
on the pretext that tie inspector get-ermade a desperate attack on the town,
of police wished to impart inPrisoner Seated at Small Tables.
but encountering an annihilating fire
been
have
completed formation to him. Ho declares he
Preparations
from the Turkish artillery, the at- at the federal penitentiary for seating was
placed In Jail without knowledge
tackers were compelled to retire to the prisoners at small tables In the
of his family and permission to see
dining-rooinstead of seating all the
their former position.
his wife was denied; that she came
The Montenegrins immediately be- 800 men together at long, low benches,
to the Jail and asked for him and
of
new
method
The
the
of
prisseating
gan preparations for a renewal
was
told he was not there; that he
numis
meals
oners
one
for
their
of
a
the attack, which, under cover of arAuthor afj&nlce Meredith, Alice of Old Vlnoennea, The Prisoner of Zen
and shouted. On
ward- heard her voice
which
of
ber
the
Improvements
on
the
tillery fire, was to be made
da, David Harum, The Spender. Etc
en hag made in the prison system In hearing him she reported his arrest
city from three sides. At Tarakosch the past few years. It Involved the to the American embassy.
the Montenegrins occupied the high- relaying of the dining-roofloor and
(
Despite representations of the emest point of the neighboring moun- the manufacturing of 104 small, neat
was denied
It
first
at
he
said,
bassy,
called
tables for the men.
tain and General Martlnovitch
Each table will seat eight men, and he had been apprehended. Although
upon the Turks to surrender and prepart
ocunder
the new arrangement white and his wife Bent food, only a small comThe
vent their useless bloodshed.
was
and
he
him
reached
of
colored
will
be
it
prisoners
separated.
cupation of the town was affected afSYNOPSIS
PLAY
Formerly the men were seated In pelled to bribe the guards for drinkter a bombardment of the fortress. rows
on benches at long, desk-lik- e
declared.
he
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water
cup,
$1
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ACT
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III. Bruce Wilton's Study the
ing
tables, and there was w discrimina- Carisristi Is said to be an Italian subton's country home. West Chester, N. Y .
next mornlnar.
Arbitration Is Possible
tion as to color.
" The houft lipent with 6ec dct heart,
" tell each head unto the end,
that the new system ject
Believing
Sofia, Oct 25 "If the powers sinAre M a etriag of pearh to we.
and there a cms h hung."
cerely desire to pacify the Balkans, would conduce more largely to the Mexicans Ask Favor of United States
ACT II. One hour later. Bruce. WilACT IV. Outside the chapel one year
Individual prisoner's
and
ton's study.
later.
peace can soon be obtained," said aid In
Oct. 25. Permission
Mex.,
new
a
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Juarez,
viewpoint
establishing
" count them 9rer, erery one apart.
" klaa each bead and atrire at last to learn
Premier Gouchoff of Bulgaria in an to
his
the warden succeed- to pass more Mexican troops through
'
To ties the Croat, tweetheartlto kin the Croaat' '
My
He continu- ed in obligations, the small
My
interview this morning..
rebe
will
tables, At the United States soon
providing
'
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(TEXT BY ROBERT CAMERON ROGERS)
lanta Constitution.' ' '
fedquested-.' !' General Trucy Aubert,
now
of
"The hest ;.friends
Turkey
eral commander ,here,;:sa!d today that
are thos'e wB'jadvise her not to proMAGNIFICENT
Natural Obstacles. v '
he 'has requested t,that' several hun;
The
theL
hopeless struggle.
long
"I feel that' I could overcome ariy ob- dred Yaqul Indians foe sent to Juarez
'
'
sooner tlie Turk? submit the better stacle for ydu," he declared.'1''
Mexico, by way of
from
Nogales,
"and
for humanity.
it will be for them
"There Is only one obstacle that you
$1.50. $1.00. 75. 50
Arizona, and El Paso, Texas. 1
All friends of mankind must depre- will have to overcome to get me," she
to
used
will
be
pursue
The
Yaquls
cate the mischievous talk that this replied.
"What Is it? Tell me, and I will the rebels about Juarez.
war is one of extermination. The
overcome It"
Inez Salazar, the rebel leader, who
of
Balkan states have, no Intention
"I have made up my mind that I recently threatened to attack Juarez,
exterminating the Turkish people.
will never marry anyone whose ears
withdrawn to the south. It Is re"The significance of the fall of the stick out like the wings on a mono- has
he is expecting reinforcements
ported
L'-'&TJ...Turklsh strongholdcjf
plane. Get yours to flatten themselves
bothi from Sonora, to the west and by
head
and the obstacle
lies In the fact that the Turks had against your
expeditions said to have organized in
gathered there the best troops in will be overcome.'
the TJnited States at El Paso and oththeir army and their best generals. If
er points on the border.
Now Living In Quiet
they havo failed to hold this strongreMme. Stelnhell, who had such a
hold they will scarcely be able to
TO JOIN THE ARMY.
stormy time on her sehsational trial
sist further south."
and acquittal, is now living In a rural
Los Angeles, Oct. 2d. More than
retreat near London with her daugh- one hundred Greeks, formerly BusTurks Fall Back.
ter
and
who is an Italian
A
25.
Belgrade, Oct.
dispatch from artist. In the Quiet of her retreat iness men in Los Angeles, left today
fhonmmmlnftl
Veranlca, on the frontier, declares she has written the story of her life, for the east en route to take up
that the Servians now hold an im- - which has Just 'bsen published.
arms againBt the Turks.
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itor, arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon.
E. T. Plowman returned this af$1.95
Rayo $2.25 Lamps
ternoon from a several days'
trip
Oil
Hea$4.50
Perfection
south.
...
ters.. . . v
$3.75
Iiepresentativef Bias Sanchez, of
1.65
Wagon Mound was a visitor in town
Glass Churns
today.
Clothes Wringers 2.50
K. L. Lyman and his sister. Miss
Scrubbing: Brushes 10c to 25c
Lyman, of Watrous were visitors in
Las Vegas today.
SEE US;; FOR HEATING
Miss Cannon of Dallion, O.. arrived
m Las Vegas this afternoon
and will
STOVES
spend the winter here.
T. T. Turner was a visitor In town
60c for 75c printed Linoleum
today, driving in from his ranch on
70c for 85c printed Linoleum
the upper Gallinas river.
95c for $1.5 Granite Inlaid
James Lonara was a viBitor in
town today, driving In from the Nord-hau- s
Linoleum.
ranch at Trout Springs.
$1.25 for $1.45 Inlaid LinoA, A. Gallegos, the well known merleum; '
chant of Vlllanueva, was a business
$1.35 for fi:60; Inlaid Linovisitor In Las Vegas today.
leum.
O. G. Yerbury, who
was
formerly
5
the physical director of the Las Veoff on all vVhite Bed
'""
gas T. M. C. A., is a visitor in town.
Quilts.
J. Eugene Brown returned to Las
75c for $1.00 Bicycle Package
Vegas this afternoon from an extend-tri- p
Carriers.1
throughout the state In the inter90c
for $1.25 Bicycle Package
ests of the People's Bank and Trust
Carriers.
company.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Kingsman and
Doss Stllle of Denver passed
through
Las Vegas today In a 30 horsepower
Mitchell automobile en . route' from HICHARD DEVJNE HEADS
Denver to Los Angeles.
T. E. Stevens and his son, Mer
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
rill Stevens, passed through Las Ve
gas today In their Chalmers 30 horsepower roadster en route from Sioux ELECTION RESULTS IN
HIS SE,
City to Phoenix, Ariz.
LECTION AS HEAD OF LAS
tvupert jr. Aspiund, chief clerk of
VEGAS COUNCIL
the department of education of the
state with headquarters in Santa Fe,
At an enthusiastic meeting of Las
arrived In Las Vegas this afternoon
Vegas Council No. 804, of the Knights
from the Capital City.
of Columibus, held last night in the
Miss Hazel Lane will leave this
O. R. C. hall, Richard Devlne wa
evening for her home in McLanes-boro- , elected
grand knight for the coming
111.
Miss Lane has been the
Mr. Devlne has been a mem
year.
of
her
guest
cousin, Miss Florence ber of the order for several
years,
Baker, for the past two months.
financial secretary for the
James Natesta and H. C. Moore serving as
'
12 months. ""'He is expected to
house passed through Las Vegas to- past
an efficient' presiding officer.
make
In
28
a Buick
day
horsepower auto- Other officers elected are:
deputy
mobile en route from their home' in
Colbert C. Root; wargrand
knight,
S.
D., to Los Angeles, Calif.
Brooking,
secMr. and Mrs. George Freeman and den, Thomas Carvlll; recording
Charles
financial
retary,
Trambley;
their daughter, Miss Jennie Freeman,
trustee for
who have been the guests of O. L. secretary, Frank Angel;
threa-yea- r
adMartin
term,
Delgado;
Freeman' for several weeks, will leave
W.
R.
Dr.
Inner
vocate,
Tipton;
guard,
this evening for their home in Marce-line- .
Peter Baeleer, outer guard, Vicente
Mo.
,.
MontoyaV1 'treasurer John A. Pap en.
F. M. Galbraith, who has been
The newly elected officers will be
in the local Wells Fargo and
installed at a meeting to he held in
Company Express office for the past the near future. The
Knights of Colthree weeks, has been transferred to
are
umbus
many
good times
planning
the express company's Santa Fe offor the coming winter. It Is likely
fice, leaving last
evening for the that a class of several candidate will
Capital city.
be initiated following the holidays.
Bishop Granjon of Tucson, Arizona,
last
arrived in Las Vegas
evening
CHARLES WOLF DEAD.
and is the guest of the Jesuit FathCharles Adolph "Wolf died last eveners on the West side! From Las Ve
ing at 10 o'clock at the New Mexico
gas Bishop Granjon will go to Denver State Hospital for the Insane where
where he will attend the dedication of he had been a
patient for 13 months.
the new cathedral next Sunday.
Mr. Wolf was a native of Budapest,
A. A. Jones left for Albuquerque
Austria, and was bO years of age. le
this afternoon and Will be the princi-lia- l came to America when a young man
speaker at a democratic rally to and early took up railroading. Combe held In the Dukel City this evening to Las Vegas about 14 years ago
ing. From Albuquerque Mr. Jones he entered the employ of the Santa
will go to Silver City where he. will Fe railroad as an
engineer. He was
speak at a rally to be held there to- married five years ago to Mies Katie
morrow evening.
Burchell o this city, who, with a son
Nelson Eobbdns left this afternoon
i years old, survives him, as well as
for California where he will locate a sister who uves ia Vienna, Aus
permanently. Mr. Robblns ia unde- tria. ' Previous' to Mr. Wolf's health
cided as yet as to the city in which
falling 18 months ago, he was known
he will locate, but expects to take a as one of the Santa Fe's most com
position in Los Angeles. Before go- petent: engineers." Mr. Wolf was affil
ing to Los Angeles he will visit San iated with the A: F. and A. M. of LitDiego and Pasadena. The many tle Rock, Ark., and a member of the
friends of Mr. Robblns regret his de- ShrinerS of Albuquerque and the B. of
parture from Las Vegas, but wish him L. B. ! Arrangements lor tne funeral
all success in his new work.
have hot been made but services
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Terry and will
probably be held Sunday under
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Myers passed
the auspices of the local Masonic
through Las Vegas today in the "Los bodies. ' Johnsen & Son have charge
Angeles Limited", a Warren 40 horse- of the body.
power automobile, en route from their
home in Youngstwn, O., to Los AnDOW ; IS INDICTED.
geles, Calif. While in town the autoBoston. Oct 25. An indictment
mobile proved to be a great attraccharging the larceny of ?146,000
tion, as:lt was profusely decorated from four Michigan copper mining
with potihants from all over the coun: was
returned
today
of companies
try anrt.'also equipped with
!..R. Dow, . a. stock
Stephen
against
musicalf: horns on which Mr. Terry
broker.
Dow was released on
'
gave arf impromptu concert. These
bail.
The indictment al
cash
musical horns are the latest in the
that the defendant wrongfully
leged
way of automobile horn equipment obtained funds' from the. Indiana, Aland are operated from the driver's
gomac, Franklin and North Lake Minseat by a set of keys; the "air" being
ing companies. Dow resigned as pres
exturnished for the horns from the
ident of these corporations at the
haust of the engine. Mr. Terry stat- time!
of the failure of Stephen R. Dow
ed that he found the roads exceptionlast month.
and
Company
leavOn
Mexico.
ally good in New
rendered
ing Las Vegas Mr. lerry
SENSATIONAL TESTIMONY
that well known favorite, "Hail, Hail,
Ky., Oct. 25. Sensaa-tiona- l
Winchester,
'
the Gang's All Here."
testimony, given by Mrs. Edwand CWlahlan, Mrs. Clifton Grops)
The county commissioners met this and Mrs. Ruth Callahan in the hearafternoon at the court house for the ing on the motion for ball for the 15
to serve defendants
charged with the murder
purpose of selecting judges
election.
national
of former Sheriff Edward. Callahan
at the coming
of Breathitt county, brought a large
crowd to tlie court room here today.
rtds Th Optic.
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of Their Own.
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"Hello!" he exclaimed at tue sua
den apparition of a
maiden In his retreat, and then having
slipped to his tent he stared blankly
at the extremely scornful though
to
charming countenance presented
his.
"Er is anything the matter?" he
stammered.
"Nothing much!"
retorted BesB
warmly, "but I would be greatly obliged If you will return the peacocke
to my garden."
"Return the what to your garden?"
he asked in ludicrous dismay.
My peacocks."
"But, I haven't seen your birds 1
wouldn't steal 'em anyway I detest
the creatures," he returned frankly.
"They are very beautiful," said Bess
stiffly. And then In a few words she
described the scene she had witnessed
while the young man rumpled his hair
and looked very much as If he believed she had been dreaming.
All at once his face cleared. "By
he
Jove, I believe It was " Yang!"
shouted, and dashed out of sight.
"He is crazy," said Bess darkly. "I
never was mixed up in such mysterious happenings in my life. I wonder
If it can be the
that follows
peacock feathers?"
She lingered uneasily near the door
of the garden wall. In the distance
she heard shrill protesting shrieks,
and the thunder of a deep masculine
voice lifted In stern reproof. Then
there followed a scuffling sound on the
graveled path, and presently her
new acquaintance appeared, dragging
the reluctant form of a Chinese cook.
In the Chinaman's grasp were the
limp and lifeless forms of her precious
peacocks.
"Oh!" cried Bess sharply, and bit
her Hp to keep back the tears.
"I can't tell you how sorry 1 am,"
said young Mr. Allyn humbly. "Yang
swears by all his gods that he believed
the birds were common
barnyard
fowls, and he was about to prepare
them for my dinner. As a matter of
fact I think he had a covetous eye
upon the plumage. What can I do to
rectify this matter?"
"It is too late now," murmured
Bess. "They ought not to have been
trespassing, of course. It was horrid
of your man to kill them they are
10 beautiful and looked
sc splendid
trailing back and forth on the terrace."
"If you would permit me to replace
them " he was beginning, but Bess
shook her head decidedly.
"I would rather not, please. Aunt
Agatha said they would bring bad
luck, and I believe there is something
In it after all. You see they've lost
their own lives to begin with."
"And Yang has lost his job," said
Allyn darkly.
"Al Yl!" walled Yang mournfully.
A little smile dimpled the corner of
the girl's mouth, "Let's change things
about," she said suddenly. "If peacocks have always carried
we
vill have things! different.
To begin
with, Yang shall keep his job, and
that means' goodluck to him, see?"
"Now that's raal sporting of you,
Miss Long," said Allyn heartily, and
when Bess blusjhed beautifully
he
added: "I wondfer what luck they will
have for me I Jwas going to sail for
Europe Wednesday, but I've changed
my mind. I'm going to stay right
here."
"That sounds like bad luck," remarked Bess.
"It seems like mighty good luck to
me," declared Allyn.
Bess pretended not to understand,
but her heart beat faster as he held
jpen the door in the wall and she
passed through to the other side.
That was only the beginning, and
when October came with her golden
measure of days Bess Long became
the bride of Jack Allyn. His gift to
her was a splendidly jeweled fan of
peacock feathers at sight of which
Auut Agatha threw up mittemd hands
white-gowne-

PEACOCK
FEATHERS
By Clarence O. Robbing
(UopyrlKM, 1U12, by Annotated Literary Press.

Natives Who Refused to Go Wet 70
"I wouldn't have the critters around,"
7
Year Ago Are Virtually' Independmuttered Aunt Agatha as the beautient and Recognize No Law
ful peacocks strutted proudly along th
FLINT,
KIRS,
But Their Own.
terrace.
Cor Grand and 'Douglas Ave.
"Why don't you like them, Aunty?"
M.
Las Vegas. N.
as she tossed a bisTampa, Pla. Within the boundaries asked Bess
cuit to one of the birds.
of the United States exists an indeMrs. Long shook her head mournpendent nation that recognizes no department of our government and has fully. "It means bnd luck to have 'em
Its own rulers, laws, customs and lan- around," she said.
"I don't believe It," declared Besi
guage. The United States is as much
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
a foreign country to it as England or stoutl". "I think I am lucky to own
them. I always admired Hester's pea
M BIEHL, PfopUtor
France.
This nation,
numbering
about five hundred persons, Is confined cocks, and when she went to Europ
416 Grand Ave
to the Everglades in the most southern and gave these to me you know how
447
part of Florida. It is all that remains delighted I am!"
Phone Main
Intact of the Seminole Indians, formerly
"My Aunt Emellne had a peacock
feather fan hat 1 believe caused hei
one of the most powerful tribes, numerBattery Charging Station
ically , in North America. The nation daith," declared Aunt Agatha dismalAutomobiles or Dire
as at present organized, is compara- ly.
was nearlj
"But Aunt Emeline
tively recent, but as a relic of the past.
It dates back to the
ninety when she died; I thought sh
died from the effects of a fall."
period.
"She was carrying the fan when
Just seventy years ago a peace
P. MAGKEL
agreement was declared which ended ahe fell. She always carried it, als
a seven years' was between the
;
though the whole family warned hei
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
She dropped the fun
and the United States governagainst
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
ment. The Seminole tribe was made and stooped to pick it up. She turned
and Olaitng.
up of two bands ol Creeks who withdizzy and fell down the front Btairs."
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
drew from the main body In 1760 and
"But she might have been picking
. Old Town
Meat Bide Plaza
moved to FlorlJa, where they were up her handkerchief in the same man
joined by remnants of tribes that had ner," protested Bess.
come iri contact with the Spaniards.
"She was picking up the peacock
They were hostile to the white settlers, feather fan," returned Aunt Agatha
and caused the Americans a great deal obstinately, "and so we burned the
of trouble during the Revolutionary
fan in the kitchen stove."
LAWN1M0WERS SHARPENED
war. They affiliated with the Span"It was a pity," murmured Bess,
Lock and Ounsmith Bicycle aio
iards in 1793, and again showed their watching "the sunlight play on the
iGeueral Repairing
enmity to the United States in the gorgeous feathers of the outspread
the tails of her pets.
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas War of 1812. A few years later num.
Street
Seminoles, together with a large
Aunt Agatha arose and shook out
ber of runaway negroes, began ma- her cashmere skirts. "I must be getmassacres
raids
and
throughout
king
back to the farm," she said prim
Automobile. Carriage &
the frontier settlements of Georgia ting "I can't abide
the screech of
ly.
and Alabama. In a little less than a
birds.
fine feathers
those
'Tain't
yearvthey were completely subdued by make fine birds, nor never will!"
N. 0. HERMAN
Gen. Andrew Jackson.
Bess said nothing, for she was quite
The Indians signed a treaty in 1823
Ave
ex429
In which they agreed to give up nearly accustomed to her aunt's openly
but
dislike
the
for
peafowls,
pressed
all of their Florida land for a certain
herself a great lover of beauty in anyconsideration.
Some, however, objectshe almost loved the splendid
ed to these conditions and were al- thing,
lowed to remain, with the understand- coloring of the feathers of the peacocks that strutted on the terrace.
ing that they were to live peaceably
NEWLY REMODELED
i
She watched the
fig
and surrender all fugitive Blaves.
aunt enter the
Private Baths and Lavatories
This was unsatisfactory to the Geor- ure of her country-bremodern automobile which Uncle Fred
Private Telephones gians, who demanded that the Indians Insisted was a necessity on the farm.
Stea.a Heat
beand waved them a gay good-by- e
Rates 2.50 per day and up
fore she returned to ber slow pacing
AMERICAN PLAN
of the terrace.
Special Rates by Week or Month
Woodmere was a beautiful estate,
for Mr. Long was very rich, and this
REDUCED RATES
country place waa his pride. The peaFor vault, cesspool and grease cup
cocks were the finishing touch to the
formal garden with its clipped hedges,
.sanitation, effective until December
fancifully trimmed trees and stiff beds
1, 1912.
of glowing flowers.
Vaults, 13c per cubic foot
"Aunt Agatha has declared against
load
for
first
$3.00
Cesspools,
per
peacocks," she said to her father at
three loads; $2.50 per load for sec
Dinner that night
ond three loads and
per load
'Agatha nourishes a foolish vein of
lor balance.
superstition," observed Mr. Long. "By
the way, have you seen our new neighPhone orders to Gearing Real Es
.it
bors?"
tate Office, Main 49,
"You mean the Allyns?"
These prices are considerably be"Yes."
1: t
,
Jow those set by the city ordinance,
"No. Nora said they were occupy
(and It Is urgently requested that the
ing the house, but of course we cannot even get a glimpse of it except
public take advantage of this oppor'
,7
from the west terrace, and I haven't
tunity to make It a city wide sanitar
walked there."
tion movement.
The next afternoon when the sun
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
Open Spot at Entrance to Everglades,
ilanted warmly on the western terrace
Florida.
of
Board
and
President
the
of
Mayor
Df the Long house the
peacocks took
Health, City of Las Vegas,
be removed by force. An attempt to t sudden fancy to sun themselves
C. GORDON,
do this in 1835 precipitated the second there.
Bess, drowsing In a nammock ir. an
City Physician and Secretary Board Seminole war, which lasted seven
upper
balcony, saw the beautiful crea
been
to
said
Is
have
which
of Health, City of Las Vegas.
and
years
the bloodiest Indian war In American tures leave the terrace and drag their
sweeping plumage across the grass to
history.,
Under the leadership of Osceola, the brick wall that separated the two
who combined both cunning and hero-Is- estates. It bad been Mr. Long's great
the Indians were remarkably suc- grief that he could not purchase the
cessful. In one of the massacres Gen. adjoining property and thus enlarge
Thomson was avenged by Osceola's his own grounds on that side; but the
own hand for having once imprisoned Allyns had had a long lease of the
For over three decades a favorite the chief for a day. Several treaties property, and had never occupied It
household medicine for COUGHS,) were no sooner made than they were until this season.
From the upper windows of the
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPINQ violated, usually through Osceola's inLong house one could see quite over
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD fluence.
The war continued year after year, the high brick wall Into the quiet garand STUFFY BREATHING. Take,
many
perishing in the swamps den of the other house.
at first sign of a cold. Quick; safe either troops
"I do hope that the
will
from poisonous insect and snake
and reliable? The Bee Hive on the bites or from fevers. In October, 1837, not bring bad luck peacocks
to old Mr.
carton is the mark. of the genuine.
Osceola, with several of his chiefs, ap AJlyn," thought Bess, as she dropped
.
1:1.. l
peared In the camp of General Jesup, into a light slumber.
The harsh scream of one of the
who at that time was in chief com
O. G. Schaefer
mand in Florida. Although the Indiana birds brought her to her feet wide
Red Cross Drug Co.
carried a flag of truce Jesup ordered awake and trembling.
"How dreadful it fitted into my
them seized. Osceola was sent ta
Charleston, where he was confined In dream so vividly. I must go down and
Fort Moultrie. He died In a little more bring them back." Bess yawned and
than a year. Jesup was severely criti shook a dimpled fist at the peacocks
cized for violating the flag of truce, now sitting on the brick ' wail and
but he explained Osceola's treachery.
screeching outrageously.
At that moment she saw a lean hand
declaring that it was the only way tc
end the war.
reach up from the other side of the
wall and neatly catch one of the birds
b its ugly feet and drag it down out
Boy Walked Off Train.
of sight. An Instant later the other
Tifton, Ga. While aBleep, Paul
aeed twelve, walked oft a swift frightened bird also made its screech
lv movine Atlantic coast line passen
ing exit only to be promptly muffled
ger train, near Wlllacnoche, ua., ano In some manner. Then followed indid not wake up. Patrick Davis ol tense silence.
Tvtv. Ga.. Pauls traveling com
Miss Long stared incredulously
panion, missed the lad and a search from the window for several moments
resulted in finding him near
and, seeing nothing except the tangle
IN
Paul said he did not remem o: the old garden beyond the wall,
ber leaving the train but when he and hearing not a sound of her vanw a Rimi. Rust on. La., writes woke up he was lying between two ished birds or of their captor, she
"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney trees about two miles from the rail- marched grimly downstairs and, obvma .unii must confess the results road. He bears no bruises and ii
taining a big rusty key from the garhave been marvellous, for I feel like undisturbed over his experience.
dener, she made her way through the
a new man. I suffered from kidney
little pine grove to a small door set In
Kidand bladder troubles, but Foley
Fortv-DaFaster Dies.
the brick wall.
ney Pills fixed me. I will recommend
Lvnn. Mass. Edward Hanlon, fortyThe lock was rusted and the key
tiAm in all mifferers from kidney trou
oi was unwieldly. Bess struggles braveble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross eight years old, Is dead at the home
hla son. Robert Hanlon, after fastins ly until the key turned creakingly and
Dreg Co. Adv.
40 days, during which time nothing
he could pull open the closed door.
It admitted ber to a long, vine-copassed his lips but water. When, taken
fitrlf headache Is caused by a dis ill he weighed 230 pounds and he fell ered arbor where In the green gloom
Take Chamber- - that the only way of securing a perma- a young man swung In a hammock,
ordered stomach.
Iain's Tablets and correct that and the nent cure was by reducing his weight. reading a magazine and smoking
headaches will disappear. For wile He succeeded in taking off 100 pounds
but the effort was fatal.
fcy all dealers. Adv.
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SHORT ORDERS AND Rc'GULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINAHLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

I, A. F. A
ttesoiar communication
first and
third Thursday In wua
month. Vlsltla brothers cordially invited

COLUMN
FOR

CLASSIFIED ADVER- TISEMENTS
Five cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advert I mente charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
.

NO
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A

RATES

ANT

N. O. Herman.
Secretary.

Vf. M.;
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DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meat!
very Monday
ra
uiiig in Caatle Hall.
k'l!i.ing Knights an
cordially
lnvlt4.
Jiwa. 12. Llebacs)
jy-;nlui , Cha n e e 0 1
Commander.
Harry
M.irtlu, Keeper
Records and Seal

EL
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M-r-

(if
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1

1

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
coocUt McaeU Tat
ELKS Meets, second aid
day In each moata at Ma- B. P. O.
D.
C.
'fourth Tuesday evening of each
sonlo Temple at 7:80 p. m.
month Elks Home on Ninth street
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme, k
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ercordr.
are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
ROYAL
LAB VEGAS CHAPTER No, S,
Secretary.
ftesalar eonvoca-ARCH MASON
tloa trat Monday la, eacn
moat at Meaonle Tern-p- l L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
at T;M p. b. M. E. fourth Thursday evening each month
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
WUUama, H. P.; T. O.
invited. Dr. H. W. Houf,
cordially
Blood, Secretary.

w

Ref-Auiul-

g

OPTIC'8

NUMBER, MAIN I.

Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secretary.

RANSFORO CHAPTER

Wanted!
WANTED

E.

Z3

'Jrf- -

ATTOKNEY8J
In
Maaaata Teaapl. Ida. T. B. Bowen,
HUNKER
HUNKER
Worthy lfatroa; Jaaiea O. Ruttodge
Hor
7hnier
Worthy Patroa; lira. Qeorge Trips, Geo. H. Hunker
at
Lw.
ttorney
120
Main
Pbona
SZt,
Sweretary.
Vw Mt
Lae Vex a
Grand avenae.

Board and room In
family, close in. Address N,
Hart, care Palace Clothing Co.
pri-vat-

for

NO. t, O.
Snt aaS third Fridays

eett

Saia

-

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
IBCAl TIME CARD
10
Meets avery Monday night at
house on Fifth street Part down
O- - R- - C.
Hall, oa Douglas avenue, at
EAST BOUND
NOW. Cutler Brothers.
8 o'clock.
VTaittn
memtora are Arrive
cordially weleoaie. a. K. Gearing, No.
:10 p. m... .. 1:11 a.
I
FOR SALE Household furniture and
president; J. T. Buhler. secretary; No. 4. ...11:06
a
p m...:.. 11:10
good wagon. 910 Fifth street.
C. H. Bally, treaaarer.
1:15 a.
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
1:16 f n
No. 10
1:45 p. m . .
FOR SALE 6 . room modern hous
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
furnace heat Apply B. H. Newlee,
Meet in the forest of brotherly
WEST POUND
1045 Fifth street
love at Woodmen of the World hall, No. 1
1 : 20 p. tD
.1:46
on the second and fourth Fridays No. 3
6:16 n
a. m
6:lu
FOR SALE Houehold
furniture in
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H. No. 7
4:btl i
4:40 p. m
cluding good Radiant Hame hard
Stewart Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. No. 9. .
.7:00
:35 p. m
coat stove.
303 Grand
avenue
Visiting neighbors are especially
Telephone Main 394.
welcome and cordially invited.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
FOR SALE Good jack; three years
by local applications, as they cannot
E.
J.
ROSEN
WALD
541
LODGE
NO.
old; a bargain. Inquire of William
reach the diseased portion of the ear
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every Aral There is only one way to cure deafShillinglaw, Investment and Agen
Tuesday of the month in the vestrj ness, and that Is by constitutional
cy Corporation.
tf.
room of Temple Monteflore at t remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lino'clock
p. m. Ylsltlns; brothers are
FOR SALE Household furniture and
ing of the . Eustachian Tube. When
tnvlted
Isaac
cordliHy
Appel this tube is Inflamed you have a
house for rent 902 Third street
President; Charle Greenclay, Sec rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, deafrotary.
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
ness is the result, and unless the Inhouse and two lots. A snap for
flammation can be taken out and this
cash. Must sell this montb See KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
cube restored to Its normal conditions,
NO. 804. Meets second and fo?"
hearing will be destroyed forever;
Cutler Brothers.
nine cases out of ten are caused by
Thu-cdin O. R- - C. hall.
catarrh, which is nothing but an Inc
members
are
FOR SALE Six room modern house,
Visiting
flamed condition of the mucoua surdtally lnrled. Peter Emenaker, Q, faces.
furnace heat, two lots, $3,500. CutWe will give One Hundred Dollars
K., Richard Devine, F. 8
ler Bros.
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by'
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul1.
Meets every Monday evening a; ars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
FOR RENT OR SALE Six
, Sold by Druggists, 75c.
room
brethren
at
invited
to
cordially
ing
Take Hall's Family Pills for constimodern house with basement on
tend. J . D, Fridenstine, N. G.; pation. Adv.
Boulevard.
Cutler Brothers.
Frank Fflea, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
F. A. Wootsey, a Drakeman at JackSecretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
FOR RENT CHEAP Four room fur
C. Y. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
nished house. Inquire Mrs. Harry
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
Vogt, 1024 Third street
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
backache all the time, and was almost
evenings each month, at Wood tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
day
FOR RENT Two nicely
botfurnished
man hall. Visiting Brother
eoi Kidney Pills and after taking one takrooms for light housekeeping. 614
tle I was better, and when I bad
M
A.
to
attend.
dlally Invited
en two more I waa thoroughly cured."
Twelfth street " '
Adler. President: E. C. Ward, 8e O. G. Schaefer and Red Croea Drug
Co. Adv.
retary.
FOR RENT Modern eight room cot
such

horror.

"But peacock feathers bring
bad luck," she groaned.
"Not for us," explained Jack, meet"We
ing his bride's trusting eyes.
have changed all that Peacock feathers means nothing but happiness and
good fortune for us."
NOTHING

THE OPT.IC

liESTU'il

LOBBY

TOE

GAINED

BY

WORRY

Thoughts With
Oppose Depressing
Good Nature and Hustle, and
Note the Results.
Sickness may come; death may be
at the door; but the man who does not
give up cuts down the doctor bills and
cheats the undertaker altogether.

FOR SALE

$1,200

five room

uuya

......

.

ay

Pionr-bulldin- g.

For Rent

unfurnished.
tage,
Eighth street.

FOR RENT Four room
house.
Modern except

Apply

918

RETAIL PRICES
furnish
heat. 812

Eighth street

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
921
Linco
light housekeeping.
Avenue.
FOR RENT

Strictly modern home;
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
no sick people. See Cutler Broth
ers.

Business deals may go wrong and FOR RENT For Elks
only, a few
financial disaster may threaten, but
choice rooms In the New Elks
the man who takes stock In himself
Home.
and remains on the job seldom enters
court.
the bankruptcy
Poverty may be at the door, and
hard luck may bring adversity, but the
man who takes his fortune with a
smile will be at the dock when his PUBLIC SALE One black muley
ship comes in.
cow, branded OTO on left side, also
So, why worry?
one mouse colorea burro, will be
Worry saps , vitality, brings gray
sold to the' highest bidder at City
hairs, produces wrinkles, and it can
hall, October 26, at 10 a. m. Ben
turn a sunshiny day Into a dreary
Coles, City Marshal. '
one.
Without a cloud In the sky, worry
can make one believe there will be a
downpour any minute.
Worry discounts bills receivable,
adds interest to those which are to be LOST One
large automobile
lamp,
of
paid, and disturbs the scheme
on road between town and
either
generally.
things
It never
It never won a battle.
Harvey dairy or on mesa road. Recleared a situation. It never solved a
turn to M. Biehl garage and receive
problem.
reward.
Its antithesis, good nature, and its
lifelong enemy, optlmlBm, have many
victories to their credit. Its antidote,
"Are you good at puzzles?"
hustle, is responsible for many good
"Yes."
man
which
has
enjoyed.
things
"Then maybe you can tell me what
So, again, why worry?
Is going to happen In, politics this fall.

IVtM lbs. or Mora, Each Deliver
1,GSt lbs. to 1JB$9 Ibe, Each Delivery
St Iks. to 1,004 lbs., EscJ Delivery
6S lbs. to tW ba
Each Delivery

Lass Than M lbs Each Delivery

AGUA PURA COMPA'NY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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Lest

Me per 1M lha.
ISc per iaa lb
9c per its it.
40c per 18 Is
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonf all
the particular thing is worth most
That property you want to sell is' WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
near of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wart
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobile;-used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

of those who MIGHT BUY

.
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WAS

he IsnTT troubled. II she leaves hlra
he'll go to pieces again, so she mustn't
leave. And j3he can't stay without an
explanation. I Bay let's give the explanation; let's come right out with
the announcement that they're engaged."

"But she's a
there's the church."

Come-Oute-

wsepkCliiicola
Author

and

r

"Well, I know It. But he never was
so popular as he' Is now. And she
isn't by any means a steady-goinCome-OuteWhy, Zeke Bassett and
the rest have been finding fault with
her and calling her a backslider.
That'll help. Then you trust me to
whoop up her heroism and the fact
that without her he would have died.

of

g

r.

CftnEri,

J5tc.

Ellsworth Vounf
CTn,Wfi;

YN0PSI3.

IM

CHAPTER

Tr.., .. t

from
tvim.r? n'",rranBlnS to move
'"llowlng the death
o ' S thL.?2atn' whom
""w.ior Home, sha hart kpnt

J"
ect.

H.

religious
I

nM

ward of Capt.
offers to
h..

rem'n.
Z.V
anda?I!e5Per'
Indignantly refused.

wl"
She
widower, offers mar-nas-

e,

fmnmnn

lede?of

Flkanah Daniel..
for the new
minister ' and "K1,0Uel11eper
decide to remain In
fTTitWltHTl,

.

-

?harse of
h,"irKlahhisnewakes
minister, and

niv.
".B
Slmbe .SL0- - M to
"endln
mJeUn.

induct

a

"Coroe-oute-

toward

r"

''MmHM

lsTng fS"T?rsrigata ana.'u ueCVssay,
take steps "immejitly."
Lavinia Pepper sprung the mine on
her brother. Kyan wag horrified. He
had grown to be one of Ellery's most
devoted worshipers.
One of the very first to hear of the
minister's illness was Keziah Coffin.
Mrs. Parker told her and Keziah started for the beach before the tale of
urace s part in the night's happenings
reached the village. She did not wait
for a conveyance, hardly waited to
throw a shawl over her shoulders, but
began to cover the three miles on foot.
She had walked nearly
of
the distance when Captain Zeb Mayo
overtooK ner and gave her a seat In
two-thir-

We can do It, Keziah. Come on! I've
tackled a good many jobs, but match
making isn't one of 'em. Here goes
to tackle that."
Kezlah was delighted; here was
work after her own heart. But she

still hesitated.
"Doctor," she said, "you've forgot
one thing, that's Grade herself. Would
she marry him now, knowing it may
mean tae loss of his ministry and all,
and more than she would at first? I
don't believe it."
"That's your part, Keziah. You've
got to show her she must marry him
or he'll die; see?"
Keziah's hesitation was at an end.
Her face lit up.
"I say good!" she cried. "And now
I want to give you a piece of advice,
your course for the first leg, as you
might say: you see Cap'n Zebedee

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, OCTOEER
25, 1912.

said weakly,
"Some news for you
"
and and
"Cat's foot!" snapped Kezlah brisk
don't start ,ln tellln' me news
ly,
now. I ve got my hands full as 'tis,
News'll keep and you won't, if you
talk another minute."
She could manage htm; it was with
Grace that she had her struggle. First,
and bluntly, she told the girl that her
leaving was useless. The secret was
out; it had been made public. Everyone knew she was in love with John
and he with her. Their engagement
was considered an established
certainty. Grace was greatly agitated
and very Indignant.
Who dared Bay so?" she demanded.
Who dared say we were engaged?
It's not true. It's a wicked lie and
Who is responsible, Aunt Keziah?"
"Well, I suppose likely I am, much
as anybody, deary."
"You? You, Aunt Kezlah?"
"Yup; me. You are in love with
him; at any rate, you said so. And
you're here with him, ain't you? If
you two ain't engaged you ought to
be." She argued and pleaded
and
coaxed, and, at last, when she began
to think she had prevailed,
Grace
brought forward another objection.
She had given her word to her uncle.
How could she break that promise to
a dying man? She would feel like a
-

blt--

THE

traitor.
"Traitor to who?"

demanded
the
housekeeper, Josing patience. "Not to
his
chaise.
t
f
terl?AremVhry'?Ipre8ence
poor Nat, for he's gone. And don't you
br,Kben Hammond, leader
th
They said little during the drive, the
suppose that he and Eben understand
apologizes for her 6hock
lnSg,Qmce
and anxiety forbidding conver- - Mayo."
th"ra?n
.eBZ?rta her nome
better now, where they are?
things
.Hn k8.!
Hammond,
Capt
bauon.
At the ropes was the same
"Humph!
Cap'n Zeb Is the first Do you suppose that Nat wouldn't
Jt"ntoSei.a.hier?hby br'"R'" the pack" group,
man I mean to see."
larger now, and Dr. Parker
want you to be happy? I know he
'K and storm.
flni."6'5; ",ro"?n
fomnnJ1
wrltlngr a letter to horse was hitched to one of the nosts.
Pfah
Captain Zeb listened with his mouth would, for I knew him."
,n
"
to
1!one?r
""Ponse
I demand .8he
h8 curiously startled
"You
ana
can't go in, Mrs. Coffin." said
eyes and ears open. Mrs. Mayo
when
It was still unsettled when the
Informed of the arrival of Nat.
Thoph Black. "The doctor give us his was with him when the doctor called, talk was over, but Grace agreed long
not
CHAPTER V-and she, too, listened.
on Keslah, and orders not to let nobody get by.
to leave the minister at present. She
It develops that theycalls
have been overs guess nooody wants to, but all the
well!" exclaimed the captain, would stay where she was until he
FnaVftS.".-- DttPlelS
"ntrateS wUh same
when the plea for support was ended, was himself
"
meet- again, at least. Keziah
tag?
Kezlah paid not the slightest atten "Well, by the flukes of Jonah's whale! was satisfied with the
preliminary
Talk about surprises. Old lady, what skirmiBh. She felt confident
Is canRht by the tion to Mr. Black. She stooped beneath
of winiHAT,ER VIE"eryNat.
his
become
do
you
They
under
the
arm,
say?"
on
was
In
and
the
rope
the prospect
ning
Wenda
victory, and
ner way to the shanty before they real
I say go ahead, Zebedee.
Go of happiness for others, she was alCHAPTER
If Mr. Ellery wanted to mar- most happy herself. Yet each time
ized her intention.
The living room ahead!
while walking in the fields
the
and was
learns that she walks there Sunday,
empty, but at the sound of her ry Jezebel's sister, and I knew he mail was brought to the shanty she
every Sun- step some one came from the room really wanted to, I'd I do believe I'd dreaded to look at it, and the sight of
help him get her. And Grace Van a stranger made her shake with fear.
rtinHiIerEIi VI"-T- he
clprKyman takes adjoining. That some one was Grace,
with the Daniels. AnnaDr. Parker appeared, holding up a Home Is a good girl. Go ahead."
Ansel Coffin had threatened to come
bel, the captain's daughter, exerts her-e"Say, doc, there'll he a lively row, to Trumet. If he came, she had made
to make an Impression on him. She nana tor silence.
notices with vexation his desire to get
"Hush!" he cried. "He's quiet now and I kind o' like it," said Captain up her mind what to do.
away every Bunday at a certain time,
.
ana I think he will sleep. Don't talk Zeb.
une watches
The parish committee was to meet.
him through a spy glass.
There was, and it was lively enough captain juiKanan had announced his
Go outside, If you must talk
here.
CHAPTER IX-to suit even Captain Zeb. Dr. Parker. intention of moving that John Elit-- y
Importunes and I suppose you must."
Keiah to marry him. again
He
he has
had a quarrel with his father,says
who wants
day,
Grace led the way. Fortunately, the on his cans, . ithat
.
. was assailed be expelled from the Regular church.
mm to marrjr Grace.
...hi.
eioor was on the side not visible from wim a muuuuae oi questions con There was to be no compromise, no
at the asking for a resignatjon; he must be
"ry
asks Grace to the spot where Captain Zeb and the cerning Grace's presence
TER
marry
She confesses that she loves rest were
standing. Keziah, bewil shanty. He answered them cheer discharged, thrown out in disgrace.
him. but says she fears to displease her
fully, dilating upon the girl's bravery, The county papers were full of the
guardian, who has been very kind to her, dered and amazed at the girl's pres
and asks time to think about
her good sense, and the fact that she squabble, but they
It Elkanah
ence, followed dumbly.
merely reported
tells
Eben
beabout
the
panlels
meetings
tween
Now, auntie," whispered Grace, had saved Mr. Ellery's life. Then he the news and did not take sides. The
Ellery and Grace. Eben declares
"a will mako Grace choose between him
a
as
strict
secret, the fact fight was too even for that.
turning to her, "you want to know confided,
and the preacher. Grace finds him In
Before
One afternoon a few days before
faint, following the excitement of Elkan-ah'- e how he Is, of course. Well, I think he that the two were engaged.
visit
is better. The doctor thinks so, too. his hearers had recovered from the the date set for the meeting Elkanah
shock of this explosion, he was Justi and two or three of his
CHAPTER Xl-Jhenchmen
before he dies But why did you come here?"
Eben exacts a promise from Nat and
Why shouldn't were on the piazza of the Daniels
did I come? Why, because fying the engagement.
"Why
ioat uiey will marry.
if
marry
they
they wanted to? It home, discussing the (situation. They
my place was here. I belonged here.
CHAPTER
tah
breaks the news For the love of mercy's sakes what was a free country. The girl wasn't were blue and downcast. Annabel
to Ellery and later he receives
r
note are
a
any longer, and, be was in the sitting room,
you doin' here? With him? And
he la to marry Nat,
?r?CB "ay'"
shedding
sidesand this carried weight In a tears of humiliation
aak.in..hl'n not to try to see her the smallpox!"
aiid jealous raee
a . mi eV.fHM lells the story
of her own
households
many
good
a
what
I
black
on
"Hush.
haircloth
the
I
can't
it.
sofa.
don't care.
help
marriage with a man who turned out to
be a
Some one was talking excitedly on
and who was re- I don't care for anything any more. eye the marriage would be for that
to have been lost at sea, and of I'm
crowd at the chapel.
ported
I
glad came. I'm glad I was the
her love for Nat, whom she cannot marry
ucjruuu 11IH lilac DUSIIPS
Captain Zebedee, having
shinned at the border of the Daniels
because the husband is alive. Ellery sees one to find him and help him. No
property.
In the story a lesson In devotion to duty matter what
with
the
insurgents, worked for them voices answerea.
Didama Rogers
happens to me I'm
and decides to remain and attend to his
glad. I never was so glad before. I from sunrise to sunset and after. Zeb darted out of her yard and past the
duties.
love him, Aunt Kezlah, I can say It was something of a politician and house in the direction of the sounds.
aln
CHAPTER
Nat satis for to you,
for you know It you must knew whom to "get at." He sought Salters rose and walked down to the
Manila to be gone two years. He says he
and Grace have decided not to marry un- know It I love him and he needed his fellows on the parish committee gate. Emulous Sparrow, the fish
pedtil he returns.
me and I came. He was calling my and labored with them. Mrs. Mayo dler, was seated In his cart, which was
and
the
doctor's
wife
CHAPTER XIV-Is overdue, and It name when I found him.
championed the surrounded by men and women, neigh,
He might cause at
Is feared that he has been
lost at sea.
sewing circle. They were bors of the Danielses. There was
a
Kezlah gets a letter from her husband have died there, alone in the wet and
,
,
ivplv.
r.pwins: meetings an
saying he Is coming back. Grace goes on cold, and I saved him. Think what
perieci storm ana questionings and
a visit to relatives of the Hammonds.
:U'
!',!',;,,!,;
!Vjrcrs nnrf T.avtnfo ejaculations. Salters
that means to ma."
opened the gate
"
u"r, '
nn.'! ready to and Joined the group. A
(Continued from Yesturday.)
moment
The door opened softly and Dr. Par- ftgree with whichever side seemed later he came
back,
up the
running
ker came out.
likely to win.
walk toward the piazza.
he's
said.
"And
"He's
he
was
It
asleep,"
,
CHAPTER XVII.
by no means a
Cap'n," he shouted. "Cap'n Elkan
better, much better. And I'll tell you struggle. Captain Elkanah, spurred ah, here's news! What do you think?
'
In Which Kezlah Decides to Fight.
something else, If you won't make too on by the furious Annabel, marshaled A telegram's Just come from Nat
The news was flying from house to much noise about It he hasn't got the his forces and proclaimed that Ellery, Hammond. He's Bafe and sound In
house along the main road. Break- smallpox. He is pretty close to brain having disgraced the Regular Society, New York, and he'll be here day after
hould no longer occupy Its pulpit tomorrow."
fasts were Interrupted as some neigh- fever, though, but I guess he'll dodjre
bor rushed In to tell the story which that this time, With care. On the Ie hinted concerning a
They could not believe it and rush
another neighbor had brought to him whole, Keziah, I'm glad you came. contribution toward a parish house, ed out to hear more. Emulous, glow
or her. Mr. Ellery was very sick and This young lady," with a movement of something the society needed. If El ing with importance, affirmed that It
It was feared he had the smallpox. the head toward Grace, "has done hor lery was discharged, the contribution was so. He had Been the telegram at
Grace Van Home was with him, had part. She really saved his life, if I'm would probably be made, not other- the store. It was for Grace Van
taken him hack to the shanty, and In- not mistaken. Now, I think she can wise. And this was a point worth Home and they were just going to
vested upon .staying there until the go away and leave him to you and me. considering.
send a boy over to the shanty with
I'll pretty nearly guarantee to have
Daniels also wrote to his influential it- doctor came.
At the Daniels's house the servant him up and out of this this pesthole friends of the National Regular So
Captain Elkanah seized Salters by
in a fortnight."
ciety. But Captain Zebedee had fore the arm and led him out of the
girl rushed into the dining room to
group.
was
Here
joyful tidings, the better stalled him there and both letters The old man's face was
serve the toast and the story at one
alight with
woop. Captain Elkanah's dignity de- for being so unexpected. Kezlah were laid on the table to await fur savage Joy and his voice shook with
serted him for an Instant and his egg leaned against the boards and drew a ther developments. As for the Come- - exultation.
spoon Jingled to the floor. Annabel's long breath. Grace said nothing, but, Outers, they were wild with rage and
"I'll tell you one thing it
face turned a dull red. Her eyes after a moment, she went into the Grace was formally read out of their he whispered. "It means the means,"
end of
house.
communion.
flashed sparks.
so far as his marrying her is
Meantime Keziah, installed as head Ellery,
"That's a good thing, too," com"Pa!" she cried, "I I If you don't
concerned.
gave her word to
mented Parker, watching her as she nurse at the shanty, was having her Hammond andSheBhe'll
do something now I'll never "
keep. it. She's
.
Ketroubles.
The
"I
went.
was
to
wanted
minister
talk
with
you,
shook
his
head
Her father
warning-lygetting no liar, whatever else she is. He may
and
zlah
but
Collin,
bet
better,
slowly
surely getting
right away. Now, then,
"Deljby," he said to the maid,
be minister of the Regular church,
there's something up, something that ter. The danger of brain fever was
"you needn't wait."
I'll never set under him, but
1
an
at
don't know about, and I rather guess
end, but he was very weak and though
Debby departed reluctantly. After
never
hell
marry her, now."
the kitchen door had closed. Captain you do. Young women even when must not be excited, so the doctor
said.
kind
her
and
as
that's
we
they're
said:
good
Elkanah
mustn't
"My dear,
He hitd expressed a wish to talk
(To Be Continued)
be too hasty In this matter. Remem- a kind as there is don't risk smallpox
for any young man they pick up cas- with his housekeeper. "I've got someber, Mr. Ellery Is very sick. As for
thing to tell you, Aunt Keziah," he
for the Van Home girl, we haven't ually."
Here is a woman who soeatoa from
Keziah considered.
"All right, docheard the whole truth yet. She may
personal knowledge and long experi
ence, viz., Mrs. P. H. Brogan, of Wilnot be there at all, or It may" be Just tor," she said, when she reached a deMA
son, Pa., who says, "I know from ex
cision, "all right; I'll tell you the
an accident "
perience that Chamberlain's
"Accident! Pa, you make me boll. whole thing."
Cough
Remedy Is far superior to any other.
Accident! Accidents like that don't
She went on to tell all she knew of
For
Is
there
croup
nothing :hat ex
happen. If you let her stay there, or her parson's love story.
cels it." For sale by all dealers
Dr. Parker listened.
If Oh, to think of it! And we were
Adv.
"Hum!" he said thoughtfully, "I see.
calling him a hero and and everything! Hero! he stayed there Just so What made her change her mind so
i
You say, or you gather
she might "
suddenly?
H. E. Archer, merchant of Westfrom what Mr. Ellery told you, that
"Hush! hush, child!"
over, Ala., states:
"My boy had a
"I shan't hush. Pa, are you going she had all but agreed to marry him.
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severo he could not get out of bed for
to let him disgrace himself with her?" She cares for him, that's sure. Then,
a weefc The first few dose nf Fo
"No, no. Probably there ain't any all at once, she throws hlra over and
'
"
ley's Honey and Tar relieved him
Idea of his marrying her. If there
accepts Nat. Of course her uncle's
,!;
and before we had given him the con
"If there is you put him out of the sudden seizure was a shock and he
tents of one bottle, he was well. Fo
church and out of town. And as for wanted Nat to have her, but she Isn't
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
is
her
And we've been hav- the kind of girl to be easily swayed.
n our house.
it
kept
It
continually
him
never
mind
at
But
here
dinner and and I
that, that doesn't
ing
perfectly safe'P.nd effective." O. G
have
Oh, I shall die! I wish I was count now. Let's look at things' as
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
dead!"
they are this minute. She's here and
Then followed hysterics and agony, folks know It. As they do know It
(2
greedily listened to by Debby, whose they'll begin to talk, and the more
Cholly There's always something
ear was at the crack of the door. Cap- they talk the farther from the truth
to laugh about when I tell a joke.
tain Elkanah soothed and pleaded and they'll get most of 'em. Nat, poor
2ifl
It enriarl hv hia nrnm. chap, is dead, so her promise to him
She Yes, and you're always so
.
caiif.-'JedEllery will ect woU If "She Must Marry Him, Or He'll Die." i nice about it. You never get mad.
18
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Is the medium by which the advertiser reaches all the people in Northern New Mexico.
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Is the medium by which the news of the
entire world is brought to this part of the
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ADVERTISING RATES ARE
REASONABLE
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICES
ARE LOW
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

;I A L
OCTOBER
26th., WE WILL SELL

TOMORROW

SATURDAY

25c
lbs. Home Grown Pure Buckwheat Flour for
New Ralstcn Health Pancake and Waffle Flour, Pkg, for... 10c
New Ralston Health Mixture. Self Rising Buckweat, Pkg. 10c
12c
Shredded Wheat Biscuit per Package
13c
Grape Nuts per Package
.
16c
Cream of Wheat per Package
,
15c
Mothers Wheat Hearts, per Package.
22c
Large Package Postum Cereal for
26c
Instant Postum, per Can
13c
Post Tavern, the New Cereal
10c
Triscuit, (The Old Favorite)
33c
Swan Down Cake Flour, package.
40c
Quart Can Old Manse Syrup.
70c
Gallon Can Old Manse Syrap
1 Gallon Can Old Manse Syrup.- $1.30
........ ;!
5

--

See
Adv.

Van

TTri

Tl

7TC

The Cash

Grocer

Light automobile lamps this
gut 5:46 o'clock.

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
a girl.
Shilllnglaw

William

All wool suits for fall for $9.99
Taichert's Clothing Store. Adv.

Adv.

riangoes
Green Beans
New Jersey Sweet Potatoes

y

Strawberries, etc.

H. STEARNS
GROCERY

'

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE &13.00
We purchased several carload of thla bountiful dinner ware, and on
large purchase uabled the manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
na a very low price. We are cbargiuir part of the coat to "advertising
and
ask yoa to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
expense,"
et. It Is of aonly
beaotifnl "Cosmos" (Jpsikq and cannot be duplicated In
uallty for less than $14 In any reuul china store. It is guaranteed by botli
(be manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon in every sack of XARABEE'S Floor. Send na five
coupons and ts.sw in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we wfli
end yoa one of these beautiful acta by freight. Address cnupous and re
China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
joittance to The
Hutchinson, Kantatt. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Tbe coupons in LARAfiKB'8 Flour are also pood for Rogers' BilTerwartJ
and other valuable preoiiumaAak for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that
MAN-MILL-

"Mighty-Goo-

d"

Everybody's doing it What? Buying tickets to help the H. S. Girls'
Glee club. "The Spinning Bee," FriAdv.

Another shoe made by
ams Co. and sold by Hedgcock is the
No Korn Last, vlci stock, quite a favorite with those who want style and
comfort combined. Price $a.50. Adv.
Stacy-A-

d

e

This evening at 8:30 o'clock at the
Elks' home the third game in the
bowling tournament will be rolled.
The opposing teams will be the Anton
and Farley aggregations and It Is ex
pected there will be1 an extra heavy
pinfall this evening. Elks and their
ladies are cordially Invited to "fan"
at the bowling game this evening.
will be
Two months from today
Christmas and the slogan of "Do
your shopping early" will be heard
soon on every hand. This Is Just to
remind the many readers of The Op
tic that tie sooner the Christmas
shopping la begun the easier it will be
for every as well as every merchant
when the usual holiday rush starts.
Already many of the merchants in
Las Vegas have begun to get in their
Christmas stock and in a few days
the Christmas goods will be on display. The Optic predicts that everybody will be "broke" two months
from today.

Railroadman: The membership
club
committee of the Commercial
wants your application for member
ship, as you can be a great help in
the boosting of Las Vegas and your
with other citizens, pro
fessional, business and working men
of Las Vegas will mean that the suc
cess of the Commercial club is asIn
You can be a member
sured.
good standing of the Commercial club
send In your
for $1.25 a month;
membership application to any one of
the membership committee: J. B.
Ament, E. R. Russell and W. P.
Southard.
There Is no initiation feeMr.

GER

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

lie

1

Floy that makes' Baking a Delight

ALL, GROCERS

At

Adv.

Store.

Home of lie Best of Everything Eatable

YoutClothes Sent

Home Properly
When you patronize our family washing department there
ar no annoying.: .delays and
misunderstandings v 'regarding
the return of your laundered
clothes.
Your washing is called for
regularly each week, it Is laundered quickly and delivered
.

Jkist Received
FRESH "SWEET

AfBLE CIDER.

promptly.
Our services prove more satisfactory than washerwoman
service in every respect. Besides you know that our work
is absolutely anitary.
Phone call brings a wagon
to your door.

Las Veas Steam
THE GHAAF & HAYWARDt CO. STORE

Laundry
Phone Mala SI

617 Douglas

Are

ltinOi

YOfJlJO

Only Range made of Malleable Iron and
Charcoal Iron. Before deciding see

TflE GREAT MAJESTIC

Ludwtg 17m. ilfcld
BRIDE

You want in your suit not only

e STREET

high class quality; ypu want the
Don't fail to read tbe window cards
for the "Spinning Bee." Keep it in
mind Friday, November 1. Adv.

PLAY

Stacy-Adam-

hi'gh class look.

All clothes don't

have it; but Hart Schaffner and

IN ALBUQUERQUE

Marx and L System Clothes are

BOYS EXPECT TO
FEAT DUKE CITY HIGHS
TOMORROW

Co. line of shoes

s

Will

FOOTBALL TEAM

Flneh'i Golden Wedd'cg Kye. aged
In the wood.
Ulreci from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
NORMAL
The

New styles in cloth hats, $1.50 to
$2,000, veours and felts, $3.00 to $4.00

-

3 Ordinary Ranges

See reduction of sanitary company
Adv.
prices in business directory, page 6.

freight car loads of
cane sugar passed through Las Vegas today en route from San Francisco to Denver. The sugar was shipped from Hawaii and is an unusually
large shipment of sugar for one city.
Especially so in this instance since
Denver is the center of the beet su-a- f
industry.

Fancy California Head Lettuce
Fancy California Celery

J.

at

RANGE

MAJESTIC

Perfect Baker. Fuel Saver. Outwears

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

anun of Ola Tayltw bourfcon
Xtj
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Twenty-thre-

Fresh Seal Shipt Oysters

"

m
w

Good piano for rent, $3 month.
413 Tenth Btreet Adv.

dv.

Has to Offer You:

great

THE

3

Go to the White Kitchen for good
home cooking; best service and cleanliness. Special dinner Sunday. No
extra charge. Meals 25 cents.-HA.-

PURE THINGS TO EAT

jLlfo: j

insurance

Petten for

day, November

THE HOME OF

gev M,esno

it

B

at Taichert's Clothing

A

thj

LOCAL NEWS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1912.

DE-

brimfull of it.

for men sold by Hedgcock's is provThe Normal - University
football
ing to be a success, particularly the squad left this afternoon for Albuon
oomblnatiion
made
their
stple
querque where it will play the Albulast. Ask to see. Price $5.50. Adv.
team
querque high school football
tomorrow afternoon on the new gridLee Gerad, who recently came into iron at
Association park. The Nortown from the Gerard ranch on the mal team
has been heard at work evmesa, has taken a position with the ery
evening for tier past month and
Santa Fe railroad as assistant time- Coach
Tipton expects the teachers tb
keeper and will be located at the turn
trick on the Albuquerque
the,
roundhouse.
team and come off the .winner in
game.
The Fraternal BrothaiUoj
will
The Normal team is fast. There
give a Hallowe'en party Monday even- are several members of
the team
are
ing, October 28. All memner
weighing over 160 pounds, so that
urged to come and bring th iir 'rier.ds. the
average weight of the team is
Refreshments will be serve! and
good. The probable line-u-p
for tocards and dancing will furnish
morrow's game will be: McCullough,
"'
for those present.
left end; Sena, left tackle, Potter,
left guard; Ford, center; Hersch,
John Vejnon, colored, got "loaded"
right guard; Stewart, right tackle;
last evening and went on a genuine
Larrazolo, right end; Ellis (captain),
spree and until arrested by Special
quarterback; C. Ktoogler, left half,
Officer Jesse Hunzaker, was having,
White, right half; and W. McCuleverything his own way. This morn lough, full back. The following sub
tried
Vernon
ing In the local court
accompanied the team: L.
to work the sympathy gag on the ptitute
Hosltins and Livingston.
Coach Leo
R.
O.
Murray, after
court, but Judge
C. Baker aland
J.
Tipton
Manager
listening to Vernon's tearful story, so went to
Albuquerque with the team.
gave him 20 days in the city
A return game will be arranged with
the Albuquerque team to be played
in
Las' Vegas at an early date and alAre you wearing a pair of white-foo- t so
an effort will be made to arrange
hosiery? If you are you may be a
game with the Menaul Mission footand
thrown
the
police!
apprehended by
ball team.
into jail. Some time last night a
person who appreciates clean hosiery
Ladies of the Baptist church will
you see nearly everybody in Las hold a
candy and bakery sale Satura
stuck
Vegas falls under suspicion
day, November 1. Adv.
wire through a small hole. in the display windopv of the Palace clothing
Late last evening a housebreaker
store and gulled out a pair of hose of
to enter the; Nelson
attempted
the
that description.
Lying upon
on Independence street In the
piece, used as a the West side.
hose was la
Membersi of the housecost mark. That disappeared, too. hold were
up at the time, and, after
Ben Lewis, proprietor of the shop,
trying both the fro- - and back doors
says he is glad the hole was not large of the house, the would-b- e
houseenough to allow a suit of clothes to breaker was scared off
by two of the
pass through it
members of the household.
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We might write

several pages in proof of this; but
when all is said, the only REAL

-;

proof is trying- them ' on.

We'll

give you our time for yours.

GREENBERGER

ontev-tainme-

"Pi'sh The Button
FT,"

J

JT

JUST

RECEIVED-

Another Large Shipment
--

,
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REST CHAIRS

ROYAL

"

4

?

Just let us show

you

these
lsM
STr

wonderfully
comfortable chairs.
-

'

resl-den-

o

Saturday evening, November 2, at
the Duncan opera house the Byron
troubadours will give a concert for
the benefit of the Las Vegas hospital.
The Byron Troubadours are a company of talented musicians who have
given many concerts both in Europe
and America. Their program is so

THE CHAIR

Reasonable in Price

$12.30 AtiO UP

TO REST IN, TO READ IN,

.....

-

to

SLEEP

BE THINKING ON ONE OR THESE-EQ- H
FATHER'S CHRISTHAS

J.

C.,

JOHNSEN & SON
625 DOUGLAS AVENU-

Tomorrow afternoon at the Carnegie library the children of Las Vegas will have the opportunity of
hearing some entertaining James
Whitcomb Riley poems and also some
excellent music.
The entertainment
is free to all and it Is hoped that
many of the children will avail themvaried thatj anyUpdiy attending the selves of this opportunity of spendconcert will be assured of hearing ing Saturday- afternoon in a pleasmusic which will please him. - The ant manner.
company incdludes the troubadours'
igrand orchestra, saxophone quartet
and quintet, vocal solos, duets, trios,
Old papers tor sai, optic orrioe.
quartets and choruses and an excellent Instrumental trio of the violin
cello and harp. A special feature of
the concert will be the playing of the
Byrondolin, an Instrument on which
!
four of the members of the company
will play at one time and which is
used by the Byron company. Reports
come from the various cities where
the Byron Troubadours are playing
that they are meeting with the great
est success and that the concerts
given by them are highly satisfactory
and much appreciated..
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THE SUPERIORITY

Trade demands this lour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."

TOY

Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
.

Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and. Albuquerque

'

In a speecn at the Duncan opera'
house last night A. A. Jones attempt
ed to defend the position of Harvey
democratic candidate
B. Fergusson,
for congress, in regard to the tariff.
Mr. Jones tried to show that Mr.
while running on the demo
cratic; ticket, will make a good con
gressman for New Mexico, in spite
of the facf the democrats will kill thej
wool industry by tariff legislation, If!
they are given the opportunity. Mr,
He
Jones Is an eloquent speaker.
unloosed his eloquence last night. But
people had gone to the opera house
to hear facts and notj beautiful rhetoric. The tariff is proving the stum
bling block for the democrats in many
parts of the country, particularly in
New Mexico. Mr, Jones barked his

CELEBRAt ED

Fer-gusso-

,

I

1

S

shins On that subject several times
last night. It is hard to convince the
people whose memories run back as
far as the early nineties that the
democratio tariff policy is a good one
1
for' the country. And Mr. Jones' ar
gument was not convincing, though in
he built up some beautiful thoories. 1
f
The ppera. house was about
one-hal-

filled.-

-

OF "OLD HOMESTEAD" FLOUR
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Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen
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'

H.

Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

110

.

f
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

I
nnvirurnyp
Hill i He If v i

lill Iill

Davis Vice President

"

Hd!ett Raynoias Cashier

1

il I

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Undividid Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

toiorest Paid on TJmo Deposits

